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Introduction 
 

This book was created as there is a wealth of information out there in print and online; many 

sources are either too broad, too specialised, too full of opinion, or not concise enough.  

I aim to cut through the ego and be as concise as possible with how to harness the true power 

of the internet for your campaign.  

We will cover the basics of internet marketing concepts, background on each platform, 

examples of working campaigns on each platform, and how to implement your own step by 

step.  

I have also included a short set of guides on how to actually create a website. 

I know for a fact after providing fifteen years of service to small and medium businesses and 

even working internally in large businesses there are people with insufficient skills that will 

happily take a salary or invoice from you and could be good sales people, designers, web 

designers, technically proficient or have other great qualities, but lack the core skills to 

develop an effective digital campaign outside the normal internal learning curve.  

This book is for everyone – marketers, business owners and anyone wishing to generate 

traffic from the internet.   

Skip to the end for a moment; let’s remove any technology, confusing words & terminology.  

It’s about offering the right propositions to the right people, effectively increasing your 
return on investment in advertising costs.  

The internet enables this exact targeting ability very specifically & in many ways but mostly 

through showing pages & ads for what people are actively searching for. This is called 

inbound marketing.  

Definition: Inbound Marketing is the process of attracting the attention of prospects, via 

content creation, (paid ads and content) before they are even ready to buy or at any stage 

prior to making a purchase; it's one of the best and most cost-effective ways to convert 

strangers into customers and promoters of your business. 

Surprisingly, a commonly unknown feature is that you can check numbers for who is 

searching for your products & services in the search engines even in a local area! (see ‘Test 
the internet’s potential’ section).  

There are many ways you can advertise online to increase clicks on your ads, visitors to your 

website & increases in sales.  

In addition, there is a wealth of resources to answer questions and be a great source of 

referral including:  

• What actually is internet marketing? 

• Top 10 realistic opportunities 

• Common reasons for failure 

• Trade secrets 

• 3 Biggest worries & mis- conceptions 

• Test the potential in a managed way 

• How to choose a service provider 
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At the centre of this book, I try and instil how internet marketing is very powerful for one 

reason.  

You can place adverts in front of people who are searching for your product or service.  

It is important to remember that we are connecting to people, who have their own interests 

at heart and will be choosing a brand, website, or service provider that they trust, so its 

important to remember clear and concise communication is important throughout the 

advertising process and fully understand the propositions of your competitors.  

So many companies are undersold in their market place because of poor presentation or 

advertising I really hope this brings people up to speed with the true power of the internet.  
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The basics and background reading 
This reading will bring you up to speed before we get into the specifics of how to create a 

campaign.  

It is important to know the concepts prior to getting stuck in as this can save you time, 

money and cost.  

7 core concepts of marketing  
1. Cost per click and paid search - Pay Google to get to the top within their ‘Sponsored 

links’ section at the top of their result pages through their popular cost per click 

program known as ‘Google AdWords’  
2. SEO (search engine optimisation) - Get a better search engine result page positioning 

in Google for related keywords (who owns 80% of the search market) also known as 

search engine optimization  

3. Link Building - Build links on related websites to drive potential customers to your 

website  

4. Social Media marketing - Contributing in discussion in the online communities that 

your potential customers exist  

5. Market Engagement - Engage your communities into the conversion process with 

effective & share worthy tools, information & more on your website  

6. Conversion Optimization - Make appropriate changes to your website  

7. Retarget your customers as they continue their search after they left your website 

Core principles 
Increasing results require several skills, technologies & expertise strategies working together 

for the common goal of lead or sales generation & conversion.  

This includes basic business development works & understanding the core principles of the 

internet.  

Top three tips for success 
1. Understanding who your customers are, how they behave online, & what the market 

conditions are for product, price & promotion etc. This is basic internet marketing 

research & development 

2. Offering a better user experience such as ensuring your customer knows they have 

made a ‘good click’ as a relevant page appears based on the upstream ads knows as 
conversion optimization 

3. Basic understanding of what technologies to use & how such as cost per click, link 

building, social media etc. This can even be learnt free by buying books yourself or 

using one of the many self help resources online! YouTube People! 
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Clear assessment of actual opportunities  
It is so important to be clear on what goals you require, and how to achieve them. I have 

included a basic roadmap  

 

Tactics vs. Strategies  
Tactics and strategy are often interchangeably used when talking about gaining an objective. 

But while the two words may seem synonymous, they mean different things, especially in 

marketing. 

The strategy is the direction towards the goal. Tactics are the action taken to support the 

strategy. Simply put, strategy refers to the plan to achieve a goal while the tactic is how you 

execute the plan. 

In business, marketing is the action a company takes to create brand awareness and place 

product in front of prospects. When creating your marketing plan, strategic marketing comes 

first because it deals with the direction of your business growth in relation to your 

competitors. It is a long-term goal that is broad. Next, comes tactical planning which consists 

of the actual process involved in improving your competitive position. 

Strategic marketing and tactical marketing don’t oppose each other; they complement the 
other. Essentially, strategic marketing is the concept while tactical marketing is the action. 

Let’s take a closer look at what each type of marketing involves. 

 

Research & Development  

 
Google’s Chief Economist Hal Varian coined the phrase “marketing is the new 

finance”. 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/14-ideas-to-grow-brand-awareness-at-lightning-speed?__hstc=49647481.08770c33dc259acd027719a3f214df8b.1545910503746.1545910503746.1545910503746.1&__hssc=49647481.1.1545910503747&__hsfp=3018624768
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Varian foresaw great advances in ways to satisfy people’s needs, better matches between 
buyers and sellers, and a more robust advertising environment due to the availability of vast 

quantifies of rich, real-time, highly available “big data.” His predictions today ring truer than 

ever.   

Now, the information-rich environment enabled by the net is transforming marketing into 

something more. Specifically, marketing is becoming the new research and development 

(R&D). 

Marketers now have immediate access to consumer behaviors and reactions across multiple 

channels and media. This empowers them to take a leadership role in determining consumer 

preferences, meeting customer needs, and helping match supply with demand. In other 

words, driving the business.  

Access to consumer behavior across multiple channels and media 

Five years later, the information-rich environment enabled by the net is transforming 

marketing into something more. Specifically, marketing is becoming the new research and 

development (R&D). 

Marketers now have immediate access to consumer behaviors and reactions across multiple 

channels and media. This empowers them to take a leadership role in determining 

consumer preferences, meeting customer needs, and helping match supply with 

demand. In other words, driving the business.  

In the past, consumer preferences were largely determined through marketing research tools 

such as focus groups, surveys, and phone interviews. For the vast majority of marketers, 

gone are the days when groups of innocents were observed behind two-way mirrors, holding 

forth about credit card or car preferences.  

In light of the rise of the internet and social media, these types of tools are woefully inept at 

uncovering the deep knowledge of consumers that organizations need today. Nor can these 

methods gather information at the speed and volumes required to outmaneuver competitors 

in today’s business world. 

Rapidly becoming outdated, too, are traditional methods of matching supply 

with demand. Traditionally, businesses have looked to their ERP and manufacturing 

systems to determine which inventory is moving and apply “just in time” manufacturing 
processes to meet customer needs. 

At issue with this approach for marketers: it takes time for enough data to build up to make 

informed decisions, and typically only a handful of variables are factored in, such as where 

products are being purchased and in what quantities. 

Marketing has become a pivotal business driver 

Marketing was typically second in line to receive this supply and demand information, 

resulting in a time and information gap. They then designed and delivered clever creative 

campaigns to audiences roughly segmented by demographics or geographies. 

Due to the growth of mobile, social, addressable TV and other channels and massive 

amounts of behavioural data pouring in, marketing has become a pivotal business driver, in 

ways that are more powerful, scalable, fast, and insightful than a year’s worth of customer 
orders or multiple focus groups. 

In organizations that have adopted marketing management platforms capable of predictive 

data modelling, it is possible to have an immediate read on consumers and their preferences. 
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When marketers understand consumer behaviours through actionable data, they can see 

gaps in markets, improvements to upcoming product introductions, pathways toward 

competitive differentiators, and better ways to express their brands.  

Marketing executives’ contributions can take the form of more informed 
inventory replenishment, new product development, and more. 

For example, company managers can know right away if the Ford Mustang in black is 

outselling other colors. They might even be able to assume through in-depth, real-time 

modeling that the black version is selling in part due to a video showcasing a black Mustang 

that is being shown on specific websites.  

Company executives could quickly decide to manufacture more black Mustangs. Or, they 

might create a video highlighting a white Mustang if white models are overstocked. 

In either case, it is possible to see the outcome immediately. Think of it as A/B or 

multivariate testing—techniques typically applied to website designs to gauge consumer 

preferences in terms of colors, content, and promotions—applied to the entire business.  

The result is the ability to tie functional areas into one co-ordinated organism that can 

continually respond and improve, based on data and real-time analysis from marketing. It 

takes cultural change and leadership, because companies must break down the silos of 

information across departments and channels, but this is the new frontier. 

Recent technological innovations have made it possible to use automated systems and 

models to juggle many variables to make quick, smart decisions. For today, marketers need 

to understand that the power to improve the business through informed insights is easily 

within reach. 

Marketers have the answers to questions such as: Should we be selling more widgets, or 

focusing on our service business? Is red the new black? How do our customers want us to 

communicate with them? 

Marketing, if informed with data insights and equipped with the ability to share information 

across the organization, is now in the catbird seat in terms of generating business 

value. 
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Good vs. Bad SEO  
Many organizations and one-man operations claim to provide superior search engine 

optimization (SEO) services. It’s easy to jump on the bandwagon and spout out empty 

promises like, “Sure, I can get you on page 1 next week!” But a true, vetted agency will have 
many quality factors to indicate credibility, such as number of years in business, awards, and 

viable case studies. 
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Here are 14 ways to spot a bad SEO agency vs. 7 ways to spot a good one: 

 

 

Short term vs. Long term objectives & works  
Digital marketing for business has many benefits. Increased website traffic, better brand 

awareness and boosts in lead generation are just some of the valuable results your company 

can experience when implementing digital marketing strategies. However, when you’re first 
getting started it can be overwhelming to choose which strategies will bring in the leads right 

now and which should be built out for long term success. In this article we’ll touch on just a 
few of the short and long term digital marketing strategies businesses can deploy for success. 
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Limited time offers and promotions 

Need a quick boost in sales? Create a limited time offer or a promotion directed at a specific 

target audience and promote it through your website and social media. If you’re just looking 
to boost traffic and leads, your offer can be a free eBook or piece of downloadable content. 

You can increase subscribers and grow your database quickly by providing a valuable 

resource but promoting it as “limited time only” to increase urgency. Offers to increase sales 
may include discounts, free gifts with purchase, referral incentives and more! 

PPC (Pay-Per-Click) 

Using Google Adwords, Facebook Lead Ads or any other paid advertising strategy where 

your audience is likely to hang out is a great way to quickly boost results. A paid advertising 

strategy, if in your budget, will increase both traffic and leads quickly and help build your 

database. If you have a specific offer or promotion you can utilize paid ads to promote and 

get new leads. You can also use Adwords on an on-going basis to send your target audience 

to landing pages based on keyword searches. Many businesses use paid strategies when 

starting out with online marketing to help generate traffic for top keywords they want to rank 

for on search. *For best results, you will have to identify an investment that makes sense 

based on the keywords you are trying to bid on. Typically, businesses may start with a budget 

of $300 or more for their first month. 

Tradeshows 

Companies have been attending and exhibiting at trade shows for years because it’s a great 
way to network, build your referral base and generate new business! A great way to combine 

digital marketing with your upcoming tradeshow calendar is to incorporate email marketing 

and landing pages. Whether you are planning to exhibit, speak or just attend an upcoming 

show – let your audience know! 

Ideas to boost leads during tradeshows with online methods: 

Write a blog article about what you’re looking forward to about the show 

Send an email to your database (don’t forget to segment and send to the best audience!) 
letting them know where you will be and an option to set up a meeting. 

If you’re a vendor/exhibitor: Create a contest (with a grand prize) for anyone that visits your 

booth and promote it on social media, your blog, email marketing and at your booth! 

Announce the winner through the same methods. 

If you’re a vendor/exhibitor: Create a Facebook event for your booth and have people 

“RSVP” if they are going to stop by. Message everyone on Facebook the day before and follow 
up after the event. 

If you’re a speaker: Create a download that is relevant to your session. Promote via email, 

social and on your website prior to the event and ask for email addresses in return for the 

download. Include info about this piece during your session and encourage attendees to 

download! 

Find the trade show on Facebook and connect with anyone who has RSVP’d. Message them 
asking to meet up during the event and fill your calendar with networking opportunities! 

Long Term Marketing Strategies → results include an increase in brand awareness and 

produce results (such as leads and traffic) months and even years down the road. 

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 
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Search Engine Optimization is a critical strategy to success with online marketing. 

Identifying keywords, creating content focused on those keywords and optimizing your 

content for search is all part of a long term strategy that will get results! Your goal is to 

improve your website’s search visibility and in turn generate more visitors organically. 

Optimizing for keywords that you are using for paid advertising is a good start. This way you 

can eventually cut down your budget on paid advertising because your visitors will begin to 

find you organically through Google. Begin this strategy by identifying the best keywords for 

your buyer personas. 

Public Relations/Press Release 

Press releases are a great long term strategy to increase search traffic and brand awareness. 

If your business hired a new employee, won an award, hosted an event or hit a record high 

sales goal – write a press release! You can repurpose your release on your blog and share 

across your social media channels as well. Your release will showcase your business in your 

local area and generate more traffic for your website and potentially more leads! 

Content Creation & Promotion 

Content is the key to online marketing success. The content you publish on your website and 

across other platforms and websites will continue to bring in traffic long term through search 

and social media. Creating content is the best long term strategy you can invest time in. 

Write valuable and informative content that is “evergreen” and post it on your blog. 
Evergreen content is long-lasting and will be relevant for your audience in helping solve their 

challenges for years down the road. 

You can also create timely content and post about news or trending matters – this will 

provide some short term results and boosts in traffic! 

Content can be recycled into different forms (blogs into infographics or videos and vice 

versa!) and showcases your expertise to your target audience. If you’re regularly creating 
content that is helpful to your audience, they will begin to see you as a resource and an 

expert. 

Social Media 

Social media can be both a short and long term strategy. Short term, you can promote your 

offers, promotions, contests and run advertising campaigns in order to generate leads and 

traffic. Your audience hangs out on different social media channels so you should be right 

there with them providing the best content and valuable insights! Long term, your social 

media following is like another database of prospective leads. As you build your following, 

you are building your audience. Post news about your company, positions you are hiring for, 

content you just published and more! Your social media channels are a way to reach 

thousands and thousands of people all over the world and if you take advantage of it then 

you can generate some great business from attracting quality prospects through social! 

Get ready for the new year and build a strategy that will get you RESULTS. Boost traffic, 

brand awareness, leads and attract top talent to your company with an online marketing 

strategy that is custom designed for your business. Understanding your goals and your 

market is our priority. 
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Power of drive, passion & vision 

Part 1: Manipulation vs inspiration 
Simon explains early on that there’s two types of selling (read: marketing) in business. These 
are manipulation and inspiration techniques. Here’s a quick overview of each. 

Manipulation 

Manipulations include discounts, promotions and value-added deals. An extreme example of 

this type of trading can be seen on the Sports Direct website, however most e-commerce 

websites include some form of manipulation. 

Inspiration 

Inspiration on the other hand connects the customer with the core belief of your business. 

This is the why part of the Golden Circle, and believe it or not most businesses don’t have 
one. AirB&B is a great example of a site which clearly shares its why on the homepage. 

Ask yourself: Why do we have a business? (Making money isn’t an answer). What’s the 
problem I’m solving for the customer? 

Why digital inspiration rocks 

To answer this, let’s first start with why online manipulations suck. Say you have a great 
discount on the homepage of your website. You’ll probably see a good conversion rate and 
decent revenue. The problem is that, over time, your online traffic will become used to these 

mechanics. Whilst possible, the long-term success of running constant manipulations is 

unlikely. What’s more likely is that it’ll lead to increasingly margin-dilutive deals which eat 

into your online profitability. 

Inspiration is different. The internet is arguably the single-most engaging platform available 

to marketers today with interactive websites, video and a whole host of ways to communicate 

with your audience. Conveying the why of your business online gives the best possible chance 

of a customer adopting the same belief. 

It’s the shared belief between customer and business that leads to long-term customer 

loyalty (note this isn’t the same as simply repeat purchase). Customer loyalty should be 
measured by their willingness to pay for products or services in the absence of 

manipulations, and their willingness to undergo inconvenience in order to make a purchase 

(though obviously you should try, where possible, to remove these inconveniences!). 

Comparing manipulative and inspirational websites 

When comparing two companies, Simon Sinek used the examples of Dell and Apple. The 

difference is clear – Whilst Dell sells products and services (often with manipulations thrown 

in to sweeten the deal) Apple sells a lifestyle, centered around a belief. It’s this belief that 
leads customers to pay a premium and queue for hours outside their local store on launch 

day – These are loyal customers, and correct me if I’m wrong but I don’t think you get that at 
many Dell outlets? 

Comparing the Dell and Apple websites does give a good example of how this translates 

online, however Apple’s website does seem to have gone much more product-focused since 

Tim Cook took the helm, so I’m going to use another example instead. 

The Lush website sells with a purpose. “Fix up, look sharp” is pronounced in its carousel. The 
reason (why) they sell is clear (although I personally think it could be even clearer). They 

want to help you “look sharp”. Comparatively, The Body Shop are selling products. “Shop 

http://www.sportsdirect.com/
https://www.airbnb.com/
http://www.dell.com/
http://www.apple.com/
https://uk.lush.com/
http://www.thebodyshop.co.uk/
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mens gifts” is the call to action on a Father’s Day carousel. There’s a manipulation (30% off) 
just below, and no sense of why anywhere on their homepage. 

Ask yourself: If given the choice between being given something to solve a problem that you 

have or given something because it’s cheaper, which one would you choose. All the data 

points towards choosing the item that solves a customer’s problem. 

Finally, the products themselves differ quite significantly on the comparable websites. Whilst 

The Body Shop’s products are quite functionally focused, Lush focus their products around a 
story, each relating back to the core value and belief of the company. 

Part 2: Inspiring digital marketing teams 
Simon Sinek applies his theory to more than just business and marketing. He also talks 

about recruiting and leadership. 

Ask yourself: Would you rather have a team of people who have great credentials but are 

disengaged with your purpose, or a team who are passionately dedicated to succeeding? 

The Wright Brothers chose the second option – A team of passionately dedicated engineers 

who wanted to make man-powered flight possible. The opposition, headed by Samuel 

Pierpont Langley, had far-superior engineers (on paper, at least)… But no-one has ever heard 

of Samuel Pierpont Langley. Mr. Langley wanted, above all else, to be rich and famous, and 

his team didn’t share his vision. 

Applying this to digital leadership is simple. Know why you want to create digital 

experiences, what problem you’re solving for the customer and make sure that your team 

share that motivation. Aim towards the same goals and inspire your team to excel 

themselves. 

A happy digital team who share the same core values as the business will create more 

engaging and useful digital campaigns, treat the customers more favourably and pass on the 

belief and passion to shoppers – In turn creating more loyal customers and increasing digital 

success. 

There’s another benefit to starting with why, rather than what. By starting with why you’re 
able to re-address whether the digital campaign, content or strategy is correct to answer the 

why. By starting with what you manufacture a why to fit the strategy, but by starting with 

why you can really assess the realistic application of your digital efforts. 

For example, say you want to make a long-form article on types of renewable energy. Your 

why may therefore be ‘to inform customers of types of energy’. Seems legit. But is this really 
your why? If your purpose is more likely ‘To inspire people to be more environmentally 

friendly’, then what content would you create? Would it still be the types of renewable energy 
long-form article? 

Part 3: Applying ‘Why’ to my digital philosophy 
When coming up with my digital philosophy, I adopted Simon Sinek’s strategy. I started with 

why. But I found a problem. I didn’t know why, because I didn’t know what problem I was 
solving. This took some time to think about, but I eventually figured out the problem I 

wanted to solve. 

For me, the problem was accessibility. Many businesses don’t know how to achieve the best 
return on investment when it comes to digital marketing. For individuals, knowing where to 

start can be a real challenge. This problem led me to answering my why. I realised that I 

believe every business and individual should be able to access and successfully use digital 

marketing. It should be accessible. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2012/11/29/the-one-thing-the-greatest-salespeople-all-have/#6dc819f0496c
http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2012/11/29/the-one-thing-the-greatest-salespeople-all-have/#6dc819f0496c
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Here’s the Golden Circle that I ended up with, the answers I thought about and the problem 

that I wanted to solve. It took ages to get to what now seems like such a simple concept, but 

it’s a much more difficult question to answer than it first seems. Start with Why and work 
outwards from there. 

 

My digital marketing philosophy based on Simon Sinek’s Golden Circle 

I really recommend giving this process a go – If you can answer all of these straight away 

then you’re onto a winner, but if you struggle then it’s worth giving some time and thought 

to. 
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Power of collaboration   
How important is collaboration to Adidas North America? So important that the word is 

painted on the walls of its Portland headquarters. The global sports brand encourages its 

teams to work and play together, whether that’s at the on-campus football pitch and fitness 

centre or in the Maker Lab, where any employee can use machines, computers or physical 

materials to prototype products and unleash their creativity. 

For the marketing group, collaboration is more than writing on the walls. They’ve taken a 
fresh approach to consumer insights by combining several of their teams – from brand 

marketing and e-commerce to retail and product marketing – to ensure they work together 

to build relevant messages for all touch points. 

Adidas marketers share consumer insights and use budgets more effectively to improve their 

reach to consumers and make a real business impact. Here’s how they work together. 

Part 1. Relevant storytelling 

“We believe that, through sport, we have the power to change lives,” says Kelly Olmstead, VP 
of Brand Activation for North America at Adidas. “We recognise that athletes are about much 
more than on-field performance and that we also can enable creativity in the streets and in 

sound studios. 

“More than ever before, data is driving the stories we tell, when we tell them, and how they 

resonate with our consumers.” 

“It’s really important for us to use data and the digital space to understand what our 

consumers are listening to, what they’re looking at, what’s inspiring them. More than ever 

before, data is driving the stories we tell, when we tell them and how they resonate with our 

consumers.” 

When it came to the campaign for the women’s running shoe Ultraboost X, Adidas worked 
off the insight that women wanted to see more of what made the product unique. After all, 

the original Ultraboost shoe was positioned as “the greatest running shoe ever” when it 
launched. 

The digital marketing team tailored creative to provide multiple options, from more brand-

focused inspirational visuals to ones that zoomed in on unique product features. How was 

this new model custom-made for women? The ad creative initially shown to consumers 

featured women running in the product, but as shoppers indicated they were further along in 

their journey, ads featured just the product itself. 

Part 2. Consistent media and messaging 

“Consistency is a unique challenge for brand marketing today, because there are so many 

touch points and interactions that consumers expect to have with the brand,” says Olmstead. 
“You have to focus on what’s that central message or even, more importantly, what feeling do 
you want to deliver as a brand. For us, that’s creativity.” 

And for Adidas, creativity is both their brand message and their approach. Another insight 

that informed the team’s strategy was that sequential messaging and the right creative would 
help move people from browsing to buying. Brand and e-commerce teams collaborated to 

adjust Ultraboost X campaign creative and calls to action to drive brand awareness (“Explore  

now”), product consideration (“Learn more”) and, eventually, a purchase (“Shop now”). 

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/advertising-channels/search/adidas-sports-mobile-trends/
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This collaborative marketing approach led to remarkable results. People who received the 

“Shop now” e-commerce-focused ads in addition to the “Explore now” brand ads were 75X 

more likely to convert than those who only saw the brand message. Adidas credits the 

improvement to consistent messaging and a strong connection between brand and 

performance teams. 

Because the close collaboration between the teams led to such strong results for Ultraboost 

X, Adidas has carried that approach forwards. Now, the marketing organisation ensures that 

brand and e-commerce teams work closely together to drive consistency across creative and 

messaging on all campaigns. 

Part 3.  Continued testing and learning 

Adidas has learned that being truly relevant not only calls for the right messaging, but 

the right timing. Testing hypotheses and sharing insights across different parts of the 

marketing organisation helps Adidas keep learning and improving. 

“Data gives us a real-time listening tool that shows us, ‘Is what we’re saying mattering to our 
consumers? Is it resonating?’” says Olmstead. “We are finding that we know very quickly if 
something is working, or if it’s not, and we can react appropriately.” 

The initial Ultraboost X campaign resulted in a stronger planning effort between brand and 

e-commerce teams when it came time for spring/summer initiatives for the women’s 
running shoe. Adidas conducted tests to understand how many brand ads should be 

delivered before people saw a product-focused message. 

 

Adidas learned that much like its marketing teams, brand and e-commerce ads work better 

together. People who were exposed to both the brand and product-focused ad creative were 

102% more likely to purchase an Ultraboost X product than those who only saw a product ad. 

“Ultimately, we saw a huge movement in terms of the level of engagement, and then, 

conversion,” says Olmstead. 

https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/resources/bain-report-how-top-brands-grow-with-timely-customer-connections/
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To ensure everyone continues to collaborate around a shared purpose, Adidas marketing 

teams now start their meetings with a close look at the latest numbers and consumer 

insights. “It’s helped us to ensure that we’re very focused on what we’re trying to achieve. 
We’re making progress, and we’re going in the right direction,” Olmstead said. 
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Mis conceptions  
Its important to address mis conceptions at an early stage. Obviously your sold by readying 

this book, but there are coe mis conceptions you will come across in the market places and 

industry that are important to note.  

There are some common perceptions of internet marketing that stop people from leveraging 

the power on offer. Here are just a few common ones:  

You have to be number one for the internet to work for you don’t you?  

Absolutely not! Customers can be instantly generated against the large brands in so many 

different places from the people searching through paid ads like AdWords, link building 

campaigns, social media & more.  

I cannot compete with all the large brands & websites!  

You definitely can! The internet enables you to do this exact thing though paid 

advertisements, offering a better search experience & decision making process, competitors 

can become complacent when they have no competition especially online! There have been 

some amazing changes to how Google organises their result pages which enable better 

services & experiences based efforts rise above popular brands or large websites.  

The internet does not work & is just full of web spam & adverts, & anyway  

No; people search online for my products or services! So many people use the internet to 

search for related goods & services, & we have the privilege of providing target results & 

pages, CPC adverts are clicks on Google 20% of the time with high success rates always!  

I can’t be bothered with it, too much time for too little reward!  

It is not as complicated as you think & a good service provider will remove any potential 

pains ensuring that you get the results & return on investment.  

It’s far too complicated and it’s just people using the internet that we could 

attract 

Imagine all the places you hang out online & the things you search every week....we are just 

adding interesting results & targeted ads within it aiming to provide a better service & 

experience. At its core it is about understanding & developing who your customers & 

potential customers are, how they behave online & what they care about inside & outside of 

the core decision making process. This lets you know how to better attract & convert them 

into customers or interested leads. The complicated technical, design, marketing, research, 

internet marketing expertise issues should be taken care of by having a good service provider 

who can identify many opportunities, explain what the choices are & help recommend what 

the best choices are for you to maximise the results in a clear plain spoken manner before 

you have paid.  

There is too much risk!  

Internet marketing is a form of inbound marketing - a low risk and managed if implemented 

correctly strategy for the simple fact you are providing relevant results on the most trusted 

search engine, for people that are actually actively searching for the product or service – 

sometimes they have already made the decision to buy, you’re just telling them why you are 
the best choice for them. You can even check the traffic available for words so you can find 

the most popular combinations or least advertised to see where opportunities are, everything 
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is measurable online & it is this that provides the ability to know so much about the potential 

before you part with any money! In addition any good service provider should provide a clear 

explanation of the features & benefits of the campaign & how exactly they plan to attract & 

convert more customers & this should be clearly understood by the most un technical people. 
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Common factors of campaign failure 
Internet marketing can seem confusing & unfortunately many gimmicks & short sighted 

organisations exist, producing no results.  

Campaigns fail for a number of reasons; this is epically disappointing considering the ever 

increasing rise in customer use of internet technologies in their decision making process for 

purchasing & pleasure. Here are the top reasons why internet campaigns do not return 

investments:  

• No R&D target market s, no customized adverts or associated website pages 

for these customers  

• No clear assessment of the online market place for competitors using a 

customer point of view & how, & what they are advertising, so no one clicks 

their website or purchases as they get a better price & service elsewhere  

• No development of keywords or using the wrong ones  Not focusing on users 

experience outside of the decision making process  

• Focusing on a website creation only approach & no traffic generation  

Choosing a cheap/in -effective service provider  

• Poor advice prior to purchase  

• Technologies used irrelevant to target market  

• In effective recruitment of staff such as traditional & out of date web site only 

developers  Inadequate marketing operational management, training & 

productivity  

• Inappropriate setting, monitoring & measurement of performance targets, 

benchmarks & KPI’s Common factors of campaign failure 7  

• Overly large internal marketing teams, sparse delegation & off peak periods.  

• Poor utilization & inspiration of in house knowledge, assets & other resources  

• Lack of clear assessment & collaboration between business managers & 
marketing personnel, with plain & clear communication of ROI opportunities 

& technical project deployment cost/benefits  

• The cost & perceived risk to small & medium enterprises  Lack of forward 

thinking research & development frameworks  

• Skills outdated or too specialised  

• Existing staff skill sets, technological pace &  

• Lack of promotion & utilization of a website as a marketing tool to generate 

interest leads by integrating traditional means  

• Deployment of one technique without another or using mediums that their 

target market simply does not use  

• Use of short sighted tactics such as technical trickery that has attracted 
Google penalties & following Google’s webmaster guidelines  

• Technological development pace  

• Misconception or bad experience of the internet marketing industry through 

past poor implementation resulting in no ROI  

• Understanding or fear of opportunities  

• Cost  

This could seem an overwhelming list but it gives a clear indication of the most common 

problems in the electronic marketing development operations within most businesses. 
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Changes in 2011-2013 that changed how the internet adverts and search 

engines are organised 
The changes that lead the way for opportunity & better user experiences in 2011, 2012 & 

2013, Google, in line with their ethos to provide a better search experience, released a set of 

revolutionary updates (just search Caffeine, Panda & Penguin!) to filter out these poor user 

experiences produced via deceptive tactics.  

This has ploughed the way for people to achieve results based on providing an excellent user, 

customer & sales experience – the way it should be. Technical knowledge & expertise is still 

required with great understanding of the algorithms, but more than ever results are best 

achieved with the ‘white hat’ approach meaning honest experiences & human signals 

overweigh forced technical swindles (see my booklet to learn how the search engines work).  

Also many people do not know that sometimes even better results & sometimes quicker can 

be achieved when not getting in the coveted top 3 positions in the search engine results pages 

with methods such as viral, & link building campaigns & thorough conversion point analysis 

(see the leaflet).  

Large opportunities now exist for SME’s to generate business in the form of sales & enquiries 
from the internet’s daily searchers, both locally & nationally simply by offering a better 
service, visitor & customer experience.  

Through this process they will rise in the result pages naturally. Converting ethos & passion 

into online mediums is the key & still however requires skill. 
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Top realistic opportunities  
Too many opportunities exist where complacent websites don’t even need to try & grasp as 
no-one attempt’s to compete with them! In no particular order here are the top ones I have 

seen.   

1. Good Marketing 101  

Some businesses are heavily under represented & marketed for their passionate 

concepts, efforts, ethos & competitive market advantages & some sectors or services 

are not even present for local & national searches!  

 

2. Using the Theory  

Poor target market analysis has rarely been done within internet marketing 

campaigns, so by understanding all the potential customers segments & conversion 

groups, better keywords can be developed,& even more simple things like searching 

like your customers do to get an idea of what you’re up against! This theory can be 

amazingly applied to the many internet based mediums & technologies for more 

productive campaigns. 

 

3. No/Poor SEO & Deceptive SEO  

Many competitor websites have not been effectively optimised for search engines 

with basic things like updated & engaging content & the technical SEO basics & only a 

few changes are required. Many have also used technical trickery; as soon as good 

SEO & user experiences works have been completed instant & dominating rises can 

be seen in result pages for many keywords. 

 

4. Paid Advertising  

Paid CPC campaigns enable instant success & top positioning within Google results & 

more, good theory is rarely applied to this channel leaving opportunities for primary 

& secondary words & phrases. Also many “converting” secondary keywords are often 

not used within CPC providing many cheap opportunities  

 

5. Niches, Niches, Niches & secondary keywords  

Many niches, within keywords & phrases have not been SEO’d such as geo based 
terms, secondary keywords & even specialist sector service niches themselves  

 

6. Effective Link Building  

Link building provides instant customers & can be the lifeblood of some businesses, 

this element contributes very heavily to your results page positioning. In addition 

many businesses have used ‘gimmicky’ tools using a ‘spray & pray’ approach for link 
building, therefore when targeted & relevant link building is done, dominating rises 

in result pages can be seen, also secondary keywords are rarely optimised for link 

building when so much search traffic exists under these words  

 

7. Search Verticals & Rich Snippets  

Search verticals are extra results the engines provide such as business address, & hold 

large opportunities by appearing in verticals such as videos, maps, directories, local 

results, images, blogs, mobile & more for primary & secondary keywords. Rich 

snippets make the result stand out making it more likely to be clicked – of which 

many competitors do not use!  

 

8. Increasing Human Signals  

Human signals are the new way Google organises its results (just search “Panda & 
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Penguin”), therefore an interesting & beneficial user experience & interface with 
content outside the decision making process to buy, has a lucrative effect on where 

your website pages appear in the engines  

 

9. Actual Market Engagement  

Providing useful, fun & engaging tools, information & initiatives to your communities 

is a huge area that while requires some creativity & effort but can become one of the 

biggest streams of revenue for businesses & can even diversify a business entirely.  

 

10. Social Media  

Even basic “Viral” campaigns are severely underused in the wake of massive social 
media activity in all sectors e.g. Just simply engaging in interesting conversation, 

suggesting tips & link worthy content to an effectively analysed conversion point 

target markets strategy  

 

11. Making Better Experiences  

There is always room for improvement, new ideas & ways of engaging the market 

with better more useful experiences into your conversion tunnel 
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The conversion tunnel overview 
 

The art of doing it! There is a simple way of explaining how internet marketing works using 

the classic conversion tunnel model: 

Figure 1 – The classic conversion tunnel 
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A Simple Guide to Understanding and Creating a Website 
Conversion Funnel 
 
How many articles have you read recently about the “conversion funnel”? 
Probably a lot. 
 
If you regularly read marketing blogs, it can sometimes feel like you’re hearing, seeing, and 
having the term “conversion funnel” shoved in front of your eyeballs constantly. 
I personally come across conversion funnel information multiple times per day when I’m 
focused on research and reading. It seems like every marketer in existence wants to be sure 
I don’t forget about this part of my strategy. 
 
So why is this? 
 

The short is answer is that an optimized conversion funnel is critical to your  

online marketing success.  

 

You might be thinking, “I don’t have one, but I’m doing pretty well.” 
 
That’s great! 
But if you run a sales-focused website, you do have a conversion funnel in place, whether you 
were intentional about creating it or not. Maybe it’s not optimized, but it’s there. 
If your goal is to get your visitor to take action — any action — you have a conversion funnel 
template. This is true even if your only goal is something simple, like getting visitors to sign 
up for an email list. 
 
When you think about it this way, almost every site in existence has a  conversion funnel of 
some sort. 
 
But according to Econsultancy, only 22% of businesses are satisfied with their conversion 
rates. 
This means that most of us have a lot of work to do to get our sites to where we want them to 
be. And developing a strong marketing conversion funnel is an excellent place to start. 
 
What is a conversion funnel in Marketing? 

Before we get into the full definition, we’ll start by defining what a “funnel” is. Let’s look at 
the most common definition. 

https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/grow-your-email-list/
https://econsultancy.com/reports/conversion-rate-optimization-report
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The noun form listed here is a solid visual of the shape you should picture when creating 
your funnel. 
But the verb form is closer to what funnels help you accomplish. When you do a conversion 
funnel optimization, your funnel should guide your leads towards converting. 
So essentially, a conversion funnel is an idea or a way to visualize and comprehend the flow 
and conversion of potential customers (assuming the visitors are targeted) into paying 
customers. 
And these visitors can be generated through variety of methods such as SEO, content 
marketing, social media marketing, paid ads, and even cold outreach. 
  

https://neilpatel.com/what-is-seo
https://neilpatel.com/what-is-content-marketing
https://neilpatel.com/what-is-content-marketing
https://searchengineland.com/guide/what-is-social-media-marketing
https://www.wordstream.com/pay-per-click-advertising
https://www.gmass.co/blog/3-clever-ways-drastically-increase-cold-email-outreach-roi/
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If you can understand and analyze the process, then you can take actions to improve that 
flow. 
Here’s a simple diagram from SaadKamal.com with a simple breakdown of how this process 
in marketing: 

 
This is a very simple visualization showing the main four steps in the process: 
• First, your potential customer becomes aware of you or your product. 
• Second, you build interest in your product. (Notice the funnel gets smaller because not 

everyone who is aware of your product will have interest.) 
• Third, you need to plant the seed of desire for your product or service. (Once again, the 

funnel gets smaller because you can’t expect everyone who is interested to actually 
desire your product.) 

• And finally, ask for an action. As an example, the action might be to buy something or 
sign up for an email list. (This is the smallest part of the funnel because only a small 
percentage of the original potential customers will take action.) 

Now, let’s break it down and look at exactly what’s involved in each of these steps.  

http://www.saadkamal.com/
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Awareness 

 
To have a conversion funnel you have to pull (not pour) prospects into your funnel. You do 
this by making people aware of your company. 
This part of your marketing strategy includes anything that helps your brand reach a new 
audience. You have tons of options for making this happen, but there are a few channels that 
tend to be particularly effective for this stage: 
• PPC campaigns. PPC campaigns let you target your ads to users who are actively 

searching for a product or service, making them an excellent source of qualified traffic. 
• Organic search. Organic rankings also let you reach users as they search, and often at a 

lower cost. 
• Social media. Social media users might not be actively looking for new products. But 

with the right targeting, campaigns on these platforms can be effective for reaching 
your target audience. 

There are many ways to reach users in this stage, but the most important thing to keep in 
mind is that you want to attract qualified traffic. Keep the focus on quality over quantity. 
Unqualified leads are much less likely to make it to the next step in your funnel (let alone to 
the bottom of your funnel), so targeting your top-of-funnel strategies to the right audience is 
a much better use of your time and budget. 
As you develop new campaigns, always keep your target audience in mind. And if you need 
to, you can always cast a wider net later. 
 

Interest 

 
After you pull prospects into your funnel, you need to build their interest in your product or 
service. Your content and website are the best tools for doing this. 
Figure out what users need to know about your industry, services, and products. Determine 
what questions and needs they have. 
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Then, craft content that addresses those needs and positions your brand as an authority on 
the subject. Write blog posts, offer helpful resources, and publish in-depth, informative 
guides that help your audience get a better understanding of what, exactly, you’re offering.  
A good copywriter can be invaluable for this step. 
Content that keeps visitors interested and engaged is essential for helping your target 
audience get to know, like, and trust you. 
But how does this move them through your funnel? 
The best way is to create content that requires action to access. In most cases, this will be a 
signup form with a “bait” like a downloadable guide in PDF format. 
Crafting a downloadable resource, then asking your visitors to exchange their email 
information for it, is a great way to move your audience from casual visitors to leads. 
Once you have their email address, you can send more helpful content and keep them 
moving through your funnel. This helps you make sure that qualified leads don’t simply 
forget about your brand altogether. 
This stage is also where potential customers evaluate your product or service to determine if 
it can match their needs. So in order to move them to the next step, you need to illustrate the 
value you provide, as well as what sets your company apart from your competitors. 
 

Desire 

 
Next, you need to work towards making your leads even more interested in your product or 
service. Show them why they need what your company is offering. 
An email autoresponder series or drip campaign is perfect for this. It continues to build the 
relationship between your company and your potential customers. 
We’ll get into a little more detail on how, exactly, to do that later in this post. But the most 
important thing to remember about this stage is that people most often desire a solution to a 
problem. 
Highlight the specific problem you solve, and focus on how your solution is different from 
the solutions other companies are offering. 
Make your potential customers desire your company’s solution. Once you accomplish this, 
getting them to convert will become a much easier process. 
Again, a good copywriter can be invaluable for turning interest into desire. 
Users at this stage often compare multiple companies to see which offers the best solution 
for their needs. A copywriter can help you make sure that yours stands out in a memorable 
way, and doesn’t get lost in the research phase. 
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Action 

 
The last — and arguably most important — step to your funnel is action. This is your ultimate 
goal, the big action you want your prospect to take. 
Yes, they may have taken smaller actions already, like downloading a resource and engaging 
with your email content. But you want a bigger action… 
You want them to buy! 
It’s important to note that only a small percentage of prospects will make it to this level. 
But when you take steps to improve your funnel, you can maximize the number of leads that 
moves forward from each step. 
 

How to Create a Sales Conversion Funnel 
Still, building an effective conversion funnel takes time. It doesn’t happen overnight. 
But if you want to maximize your sales and revenue, it’s time to start working on your funnel.  
The following eight steps will help you turn more of your visitors into leads, and more of 
your leads into customers. 
 

1. Map out your ideal buying process 
This conversion funnel example above isn’t the only visual representation of a conversion 
funnel. It could be much more complicated, depending on what steps and processes you 
want to analyze. 
You might have more goals in your funnel, but this isn’t a bad thing. 
While it may take more time to develop your initial funnel, monitoring these goals will give 
you more insight into how users move through your site. Then, you can use this information 
to maximize the amount of prospects that arrive at the “purchase” level of the funnel.  
So as you start to develop your conversion funnel, think about how visitors move from their 
first interaction with your site to becoming a customer. 
For example, if you run an ecommerce site, your buying process might look like this: 
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Visitors arrive on your site, check out product pages, add a product to their cart, and 
complete the checkout process. 
Simple, right? 
Ideally, yes. But take another look at that visual. Notice how only 2.2% of the original visitors 
end up making a purchase? 
That’s a fairly typical scenario. So as you create your conversion funnel, keep in mind that 
you’re mapping out an ideal path through your site. 
It’s also important to note that not all of your visitors will take the same path through your 
site. In fact, unless you have an extremely small site with only a handful of visitors, there 
are several likely paths they’ll take towards conversion. 

 
Try to account for several of these. You likely won’t be able to create separate e-commerce 
funnels for each of them, but the more you’re aware of, the more accurate an idea you’ll have 
of how users become customers. 
If you attempt to push all of your visitors through the same funnel, you might think that your 
site is failing when you see that not all of them are moving through your pre-determined 
steps. But in reality, they may just be taking an alternate path. 
Plus, if you only consider one version of your funnel, you could miss optimization 
opportunities on the pages it doesn’t include. 
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If you’re not sure what that should look like, you can start by working backwards. What are 
the most important goals on your site? 
For most site owners, the answer to this question is either sales or lead form submissions. 
Place that action at the bottom of your funnel. 
Then, determine which other actions a user needs to take first in order to be ready to 
complete that step. 
Some of these actions will also be conversions, like downloading a resource or signing up for 
a downloadable guide. These are some of the most important actions a user can take, aside 
from your main goals. 
This means they’re essential for including in your conversion funnel. Plus, much like the 
major conversions on your site, these are easy to track and measure. So the more you have, 
the easier it will be to gauge movement through your funnel. 
But research shows that it takes 6-8 touches to generate a viable sales lead. So does this 
mean that you need to create a sales funnel with more than six possible conversions before 
your main goal? 
Nope. 
Instead, consider the micro conversions, or the small interactions people make on your site 
before moving to the next step. 
For example, a user’s path through a conversion funnel on a B2B site might look something 
like this: 

 
At the top of the funnel, or “TOFU,” the visitor looks for information about this specific 
company. Then, they provide their email address on a landing page and get an email with an 
additional offer. 
They click, convert again, and get another thank you email with another offer. Finally, they 
convert and enter the sales cycle. 
This is a relatively straightforward path, but before the user took any sort of action, they 
browsed the site to determine whether they were interested in the company. 
Finding the correct page, and spending time reading it, was a “micro conversion” all on its 
own. After all, if the user hadn’t found that page, it’s unlikely that the rest of their actions 
would’ve happened at all. 
So as you develop your funnel, determine which micro conversions need to happen before 
the main, or “macro” conversions on your site. 
For example, on every single product page, Amazon offers its users several ways to make a 
micro conversion. 
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Visitors can watch product videos, read reviews, look at answers to previously-asked 
questions, or check out special offers related to the product. 
These actions all help them learn more about the product, and if they’re a qualified buyer, get 
even closer to making a purchase. 
Your micro conversions can include any number of actions, depending on your business 
model and site. Maybe you want users to add a product to their cart, or maybe you want 
them to share your content on social media. 
In some cases, you may simply want them to visit a certain number of pages, or watch a 
video on one of your pages. 
These actions all help visitors learn more about your company and become more engaged 
with your brand. As a result, they’re essential for conversions — and you need to include 
them when you create your funnel. 
 

2. Set up your conversion goals in Google Analytics  
After you’ve determined what you want your funnel to look like, you need to have a way to 
measure how users are actually moving through your site. 
The best way to do this is by setting up conversion goals in Google Analytics. 
Analytics is one of the best ways to measure your site’s performance, and the information 
you provide on what you’re trying to accomplish, the more helpful it will be in giving you an 
idea of your success. 
If you already have a few goals set up in Analytics, this is a great start. But in order to get an 
accurate idea of how your conversion funnel is performing, you’ll need to set up goals at each 
stage of the funnel. 
It’s up to you to decide how many you want to add, but at the very least, you should set up at 
least one goal for each stage. You should also set up goals for all major conversions, like 
purchases, form submissions, email list signups, and resource downloads. 
Fortunately, adding conversion goals is a relatively easy process. 
First, log into Google Analytics and navigate to your Admin settings. Select the View you 
want to work with, then click “Goals.” 
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Click “New Goal” in the upper left. 

 
From here, you have a few different options for setting up your goals. At the top of the page, 
you’ll see templated options to choose from. 
These templates include common goals, like online registration, account creation, inquiries, 
and social engagement. 
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If any of these match the conversions you want to measure, the templates make it easy to set 
up those goals. 
 
For conversions that don’t match these types, you’ll need to set up custom goals. Google 
Analytics offers four options for this: 
• Destination: A user visits a specific URL 
• Duration: A user spends a certain amount of time on your site 
• Pages/screens per session: A user visits a pre-set number of pages 
• Event: A user takes action on an element tracked with JavaScript 

 
These are all helpful options that can help you measure different types of actions on your 
site. But for most high-level conversions, the easiest option is to set up a Destination goal. 
This is because after a user takes action on your site, you likely send them to a “thank you” 
page. If you’re not already doing this, I recommend that you start as soon as possible. 
You can use thank you pages to direct users to additional content that may be relevant based 
on the action they just took. This can encourage visitors to stay on your site and learn even 
more about your services. 
 
Beyond that, adding thank you pages makes tracking conversions a simple process. 
Some site owners make the mistake of setting destination goals for contact pages, thinking 
that getting users to click the “Contact Us” button in their navigation bar is an effective goal. 
 
And while this certainly indicates interest, many of those users may not actually complete the 
form. 
To start tracking this type of conversion, select “Destination,” then give your goal a name. Be 
specific enough that if you create additional goals in the future, you’ll still know what it 
represents. 
For example, if you’re creating a goal for a contact form submission, and you have multiple 
forms on your site, you could include the location of that form in its goal name. 

 
Next, select “Destination” and enter the URL of your target “thank you” page. 
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With each new goal, you also have the option to add a funnel. This lets you add a list of pages 
that users typically visit before completing the goal, which will later allow you to monitor 
how effective those pages are at generating conversions. 
This is an optional step, and all of your goals completions will be recorded whether you add a 
funnel or not. 
But Analytics’ funnel reports can be a great way to analyze your conversion funnel’s 
effectiveness and identify areas that need improvement — so I recommend adding them, at 
least for your most important goals. 
Plus, if you’ve already spent time developing your funnel, you likely know which pages you 
want users to visit on their path to converting. 
Setting up your marketing conversion funnel is as easy as adding those URLs as steps. 
You can also set up different funnels for different goals on your site. For example, if you’re 
tracking contact form submissions for a specific service, you might start with the URL of 
your general service page, then the URL of that service’s specific page, then the contact form 
for that service. 

 
If you’re tracking online purchases, on the other hand, you might include a product page, a 
shopping cart page, and a checkout page. 
 
Once you’ve added your URLs, determine whether you want to track entries into your funnel 
that happen after the first page. 
 
For example, if a user skips directly to a service page on your site, without visiting your 
general services page, do you still want to include them in your funnel report? 
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In most cases, the answer to this question is yes. You can make sure that this is the case for 
your goal funnel by leaving the “Required?” option unchecked next to your first step. This 
allows Analytics to collect entries into your funnel after that page. 
 
It’s also important to note that a user doesn’t need to visit your middle pages in order for you 
to track their movement through your funnel. So if you’re hesitant to add less-common steps 
to your funnel, they won’t harm your ability to measure your results. 
 
A user’s movements don’t need to occur in order, either — so even if they complete step three 
before step one, both of these pageviews will be included in your funnel report. 
Once you’ve finished adding goals to your site, give your site some time to accumulate user 
data. Then, you’ll be able to use your results to improve your funnel. 
 

3. Build interest with content 
Your site content is essential for driving leads from one step in your conversion funnel to the 
next. 
In order to turn your visitors into leads, you need help them learn about your industry, 
address their needs, and show them what sets your company apart from your competitors. 
Site content is the only way to make this happen. 
And as you come up with topic ideas and create new content for your site, make sure that 
you’re developing content content for each stage. 

 
Each type of content serves a different purpose in your funnel. 
Top-of-funnel content, like blog posts, tip sheets, and articles, should provide helpful 
information that’s relevant to your audience’s needs and goals. It shouldn’t be overly 
“salesy,” and should focus primarily on education. 
 
This type of content has the most room for creativity, because it’s not focused on 
immediately converting visitors into leads. 
 
For example, content like infographics and checklists are unlikely to produce immediate 
sales. But when optimized and promoted well, they can be a great way to bring new, qualified 
visitors to your site. 
 
This level can also include “lead magnets,” or content designed with the goal of getting users 
into your sales funnel. For example, you could create a downloadable guide on a topic that’s 
particularly important to your target audience. 

https://samueljwoods.com/growth-funnel-hacks-next-level-nurturing-segmentation/
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Then, you’d “gate” that content by requiring that users enter an email address in order to 
access it. This way, the user gets a valuable resource for free — and you get to add them to 
your email list, so you can stay in touch even after they leave your site. 
Middle-of-funnel content, like customer testimonials and case studies, should show your 
audience what sets your company apart from your competitors. 
In this stage, you’ll want to start including clear information about your products and 
services. And unlike your first tier of content, it’s okay to be a bit more directly promotional. 
 
Users who are reading this content are likely already familiar with your product, and they’ve 
made it to these pages because they want to learn more about your company and whether 
you’re the right fit for their needs. 
Finally, bottom-of-funnel content, like pricing pages and demos, should give your visitors the 
final encouragement they need to take action. 
 

4. Identify leaks in your website conversion funnel 
Let’s take a second to go back to how we visualize a sales funnel. In a way, this process 
isn’t actually a funnel. 
 
While it should guide your visitors towards converting, it it isn’t as effective as a physical 
funnel in guiding all of your visitors towards a desired action. 
 
Think about it: What happens when you take a real funnel and pour liquid into it? 
All of the liquid — 100% of it — will be forced through the small hole in the bottom of the 
funnel. It has to go somewhere. 
 
Now, think of how your potential customers move through your site’s funnel. What happens 
when your advertising campaigns and strategies on other channels “pour” new 
potential customers into that funnel? 
 
In most cases, only a handful of the customers who enter your funnel come out the bottom. 
In fact, the average conversion rate for lead submission forms for various industries 
ranges from 2.8% to 6%. 

 
So: Where do all of these potential customers go? Why aren’t they all pushed through to the 
bottom of the funnel? 
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The truth is that your funnel has holes at each level. 
 
Think of each step as filter. Each level of the funnel will filter out users who aren’t interested, 
and only the ones who qualify make it to the next level. The rest leave your funnel through 
the side. 
Some marketers refer to these exits as “leaks” in your conversion funnel. 

 
So, what are you supposed to do about this? Just let all of those leads go? 
Of course not. 
 
While some of these users may have left your funnel because they weren’t qualified leads, 
that’s likely not the case for all of them. Sometimes, your site simply doesn’t do an effective 
job of moving them to the next step. 
Fortunately, there are plenty of tools to help you identify where your “leaks” are and take 
steps to minimize them. 
 
If you’ve added funnels to your goals in Analytics, one of the best ways to identify funnel 
issues is by using the Funnel Visualization report. 
 
Select “Conversions” from your Analytics menu, then click “Funnel Visualization.” 

https://www.coastdigital.co.uk/2011/07/08/conversion-rate-optimisation-for-b2b-lead-generation-websites/
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Here, you’ll see a visual representation of how users move through the funnel you created. 

 
The screenshot above shows what the last few stages in the conversion funnel might look like 
for an ecommerce store. Users move from their cart page to a billing and shipping page, then 
a payment page and a review of their purchase before completing the transaction. 

https://medium.com/analytics-for-humans/how-to-set-up-a-goal-funnel-visualization-report-on-google-analytics-to-identify-cart-abandonment-9f63d46ec4df
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In this case, less than 43% of users even made it from their cart page to the checkout process. 
As you can see, this makes it easy to tell where you’re losing your visitors. You can see exactly 
which steps they aren’t taking — and what they’re doing instead. 
 
The column on the right shows where visitors are actually going when they don’t take the 
next step in your funnel. 
 
Some of these “exits” are harmless, like the users in the above screenshot that visit a sign-in 
page. This simply indicates that they already have an account on the site, and will likely 
return to the checkout process after they log in. 
 
But in some cases, these exits represent distractions from your goal. If you notice that a large 
chunk of visitors are leaving the high-converting pages for less important content on your 
site, this signals that you have some work to do. 
 
And if you see that a certain page in your funnel is particularly effective in driving users to 
the next step, you can think of that page as a leak in your funnel. This is a great place to focus 
your conversion rate optimization efforts — which we’ll get to in the next step. 
Before we get there, though, it’s also important to consider another cause for poor funnel 
performance. What if you didn’t design your funnel to be an accurate representation of how 
users actually move through your site? 
Your funnel might not be leaking. It might just be the wrong funnel altogether. 
You can determine whether this is the case by looking at your Reverse Goal Path report. 
 Instead of showing you how effectively users move through your idea of a funnel, it shows 
how they actually arrived at the conversion. 
 
For example, an ecommerce store’s reverse goal path report could to look like this: 

 
 
You can sort this report by goal completions to see the most common paths a user takes to 
each conversion on your site. This will show you the three pages they visited prior to making 
a conversion. 
Then, you can use this insight to create more accurate funnels for your site. If you find that 
these reports are drastically different from the funnels you created with your goals, you have 
some adjustments to make. 
 
First, you’ll want to edit your goal funnel to reflect the most common paths for each one. 
Then, you can optimize those pages to be even more effective at converting visitors into leads 
and sales. 

https://conversionxl.com/blog/funnel-analysis/
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You can also use the User Flow report to gain similar insight. 

 
This report provides a visual representation of common paths through your site, but instead 
of focusing on the last actions your users take before converting, it starts at the beginning. 
Analyzing this report can help you learn more about how your visitors behave, right from the 
start. And if their actions aren’t in line with your conversion funnel, it can help you 
determine where you need to make changes. 
 
5. Optimize for conversions 

After you’ve identified where you have issues in your conversion funnel, it’s time to take 
action to fix them. 
 
If you’re familiar with conversion rate optimization, you know that there are tons of changes 
you can test on your site with the goal of increasing conversions. 
 
These changes range from different button colors to new calls to action to updated forms to 
virtually anything else you might think of altering. 
 
If you name it, a site owner somewhere has likely tried it to increase their conversions. 
That’s why there are also many blog posts and articles on the subject that recommend 
different  “best practices” for site optimization. 
 
And while these can serve as a great source of ideas, it’s important to remember that those 
results are based on other site owners’ audiences — not yours. So instead of letting them 
shape your site, it’s best to optimize based on insight from your target audience. 
You can start by focusing your efforts on pages that you’ve identified as leaks in your funnel. 
In many cases, these will be key conversion pages. 
 
For example, the average online shopping cart abandonment rate is 69.23%. That means if 
your site performs as well as most, for every 10 people who add products to their carts on 
your site, only three will end up purchasing those products. 
So if you notice that a lot of your visitors are making it to their cart page, but not completing 
their purchases, this is a prime area to focus your conversion rate efforts. 
But what should you change? 
 
Unfortunately, fixing optimization issues isn’t usually as easy as identifying them. In fact, in 
one survey, users reported ten different reasons they abandon their carts. 

https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/user-flow-optimization/
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So how can you tell which one is to blame for your low conversion rate? 
One of the best ways is by utilizing user testing tools, like heatmaps. 
Before running any tests, try to learn as much as you can about the people who took action 
on your site and those who didn’t. 
 
What differences were there? What stopped non-converting users from taking action? What 
objections did they have, and how can you eliminate those? 
 
The more confident you are in your answers to those questions, the more effective you’ll be 
in your optimization efforts. 
 
And heatmaps can help you find those answers. 
If you’re unfamiliar with heatmaps, they provide a visual representation of where your users 
focus their attention on your site — and where they don’t. 
 
For example, in this heatmap, you can see a few glowing areas on the navigation bars, and 
one that’s particularly bright over the email opt-in form. 
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This shows that the majority of the clicks on the page are going to those areas, and that the 
signup field receives more clicks than any other element. 
 
In this case, the heatmap shows that the page is effective in driving that conversion. So if 
that’s the most important goal for the page, it’s performing extremely well. 
 
But what if it wasn’t? 
What if the page was supposed to be driving clicks to a different page, or even on the button 
in the lower right corner? 
 
In that case, this heatmap would show why users weren’t taking those actions. It would 
highlight the distractions that were taking users away from them — and make a clear case for 
eliminating or moving those distracting elements. 
 
But what if you don’t see any clear distractions on your heatmaps? If your clicks aren’t really 
concentrated in any one place? 
 
Let’s say your heatmap looks like this example: 
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Here, the clicks aren’t focused in any one area, other than the navigation menu. This signifies 
that the page isn’t giving users clear direction about what to do. 
 
If any of the main pages in your conversion funnel look like this, you have an issue. 
Your goal with each of these pages should be to guide the majority of your visitors to a 
specific  
 
action, so they should have clear glowing spots on the elements that represent those actions. 
Even with low traffic numbers, your conversion-focused elements should stand out. 
For example, on this page, it’s clear that a large percentage of clicks go to the signup button: 

 
 
Your goal should be to create a page with similar results. But how you can do that? 
Let’s take a look at this example from North Face: 
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These are heatmaps of their checkout page, before and after optimization. 
In the version on the left, the small, circled red cluster is the checkout button. The fact that 
it’s glowing red is a solid start — but it’s clearly not receiving nearly as much attention as the 
large red cluster above it. 
 
That red cluster was a promotional banner with information related to a sale. On some 
pages, like their homepage or an informational page, this would be great. After all, it 
indicates that users are thinking about pricing information, and possibly making a purchase. 
But on this particular page, it was distracting from a much more important action: A 
purchase. 
Not good. 
 
Using this insight, they moved the checkout button to a more prominent location than the 
banner. 
As a result, they saw a 21% increase in clicks on that button. 
If you’re not sure why your visitors aren’t converting, running heatmap tests is an easy way 
to gain insight into what they’re doing instead. 
 
Then, you can be confident that you’re making changes that are tailored to how your actual 
users interact with your site. 
Beyond that, another great way to learn about your users is perhaps the most obvious: 
Asking them. 
Of course, I’m not suggesting you personally call or email each of your site’s non-converting 
visitors. 
That would be a bit invasive, not to mention extremely time-consuming. 
Instead, you can use surveys to gain insight into what your customers want. 
Although heatmaps can show you which actions your visitors take, surveys let them tell 
you why they take those actions.  
 
This is one of the best ways to get information, because it doesn’t requiring any guessing on 
your part. 
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For example, when Canva wanted to improve their activation rates for their poster feature, 
one of their first steps was to send an email survey to users who hadn’t yet engaged with it. 
This was a prime audience for the survey, because it let them connect with users who’d 
initially shown interest, but never taken action. So they were likely qualified leads, but 
simply hadn’t been persuaded to actually use the tool. 
After analyzing the results of their survey, Canva discovered that their new users had 
extremely different goals from one another. Some wanted to create posters for events, while 
others wanted to promote organizations, like their churches. 
These users understandably have different needs — and Canva’s onboarding process didn’t 
make it clear that the tool was equipped to meet all of them. 
In order to address this issue, they decided to launch a new welcome message with options 
for a variety of posters. 
 
This pop-up included templates for their users’ most common needs, as indicated by the 
survey’s results. 
 
This way, when a user launched the poster tool, they likely wouldn’t need to scroll through 
dozens of template options to see if there was one that matched what they were trying to 
accomplish. Instead, they’d simply select it from a menu of six. 
 

 
As a result, they saw a 10% increase in activation for this feature. 
Most businesses would stop here. But Canva decided to double down on their success and 
take the experiment even further by examining the clicks within this menu. 
 
They tried switching in different templates for the ones that were getting the fewest clicks, 
and continued doing this until they found a combination that generated the best possible 
results. 
This additional testing increased their activation rates even more, bringing it up to 12%. 
For a site of Canva’s size, this meant an additional ten thousand users per month using the 
feature, which would bring in hundreds of thousands of revenue for the business. 
 
After seeing these results, they rolled out a similar feature for other tools on their site. 

https://www.appcues.com/blog/canva-growth-process
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Each of these new onboarding sequences created a similar lift in activation as the original 
test. So the insight that they gained from that original survey paid off a in major way for the 
company. 
If you’ve never run customer development surveys, tools like Typeform make it easy to get 
started. 
You can choose from their pre-made survey template options, then customize them to meet 
your needs. 

 
Since these templates are designed with customer development in mind, they already 
contain questions that can help you learn important details about your audience, like what 
kinds of problems they have, and what’s preventing them from using your product as a 
solution. 
These answers can help you figure out which information you should be highlighting on your 
conversion-focused pages. 
For example, if you learn that your target audience is looking for a product that’s compatible 
with another product they’re already using, make sure to include information about 
compatibility on your inquiry form pages. 
The more effective you are at addressing your audience’s concerns, and showing that your 
product meets all of their needs, the more effective you’ll be at generating conversions.  
But as with every other part of your marketing strategy, you never want to guess how 
effective your changes are. 
That’s why with every change you make, you should run A/B tests. 
If you’re unfamiliar with A/B testing, it’s the process of creating two variations of a page 
(Variation A and Variation B), then testing both of them on users to see which generates the 
most conversions. 
For example, if you wanted to test an orange call to action on your homepage against a green 
one, your test might look something like this: 
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Running an A/B test requires using a testing platform that divides your traffic between your 
variations, so that you can collect data for both simultaneously. 
Then, at the end of your test, you can determine which generated the most conversions. If 
one variation performed significantly better than the other, you can implement it 
permanently on your site. 
 
Of course, this is a simplified explanation of the process, and there’s a lot more that goes into 
planning and carrying out an effective A/B test. You can learn more about that process 
in this guide to getting started with A/B testing. 
 
As you identify possible changes for your site, you should always test them before 
implementing them permanently. 
 
Even data-backed guesses as to why your visitors behave a certain way are still guesses — 
and without testing, you have know way of knowing the impact they’ll make on your 
conversions. 
As you study your audience, identify issues, and run tests, it’s also important not to lose sight 
of the micro conversions in your funnel. 
Although optimizing for major conversions, like sales and form submissions, will have the 
clearest impact on your revenue, remember that those actions likely won’t happen unless 
your audience takes smaller actions first. 
After all, when you focus solely on major conversions, you’re only making improvements at 
the bottom of your funnel. 
When you increase the percentage of users who make it past the awareness stage by engaging 
with your content and learning about your business, you move more of those early visitors on 
to the next step. 
 
So even though the actions you drive them to take might be as simple as watching a video 
about your company, that’s an action that can keep them in your funnel. 
And the more users you move through each stage of your funnel, the more of them will 
ultimately become your customers. 
 

6. Consider creating additional offers to your sales  conversion funnel 
As I mentioned above, a sales funnel has holes at every level. This is unavoidable and in some 
cases, will filter out unqualified leads. 
But while some of these visitors may simply not be qualified buyers, and some might be 
persuaded with a better-optimized page or call to action, others might be more interested in 
a different offer altogether. 
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Even if they’re not qualified for your main offer or service, they might be the perfect 
customer for one of your other products or services. 
 
For example, think of what happens when you’re in a car dealership. The salesman may 
initially show you one of the most expensive vehicles they have. After all, high-cost sales have 
the biggest impact on their revenue, and might be their main business goal. 
 
But if you explain that it’s out of your price range, they certainly won’t just tell you to leave. 
Instead, they’ll show you a less expensive option that’s better-suited to your needs. 
Think about what your conversion funnel does with visitors who aren’t interested in your 
main offer. 
What if a user visits multiple pages on your site, makes a conversion like signing up for your 
email list, then realizes your core product isn’t in their budget? Is there another option? 
 
Or is their only choice to leave your digital equivalent of a showroom? 
 
If your answer is the latter, and you offer multiple products or services, you have some work 
to do. 
Although generating sales of your highest-value offer might be your main priority, a smaller 
sale is better than no sales at all. 
 
One of the most popular ways to re-engage users who aren’t sold on your offer is launching 
an exit-intent popup. As the name implies, these popups are designed to appear when a user 
indicates that they’re about to leave your site without converting. 
 
They’re usually triggered by a user moving their mouse to the upper corner of their screen — 
indicating that they’re about to hit the “back” button, type a new URL, or close their browser 
altogether. 
 
If a user does this, you can safely assume that they’re not about to take you up on your main 
offer. This is the perfect opportunity to make another offer that might be better-suited to 
their needs. 
One of the most popular exit-intent popup elements is a discount code. 
Your visitor might not want to make a purchase at the full price — but they might be more 
inclined to complete the checkout process if they get 10% off, like the Natural Fertility 
Shop offers its shoppers. 
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If you don’t want to offer discounts, or if they don’t make sense for your business model, 
another popular exit-intent offer is a free download. 
 
For example, this Optimonk pop-up offers visitors a free downloadable guide related to the 
blog post it appears on. 

 
Asking your visitors to complete a smaller conversion keeps them engaged with your brand. 
Plus, in most cases, these types of conversions require an email address — enabling you to 
remain in contact with that user even after they leave your site. 
 
This is a great goal for any site, and you can do it even if you don’t yet have resources to offer 
as an incentive. In this example from Guilty Soles, the offer is an entry into a raffle for a free 
pair of shoes. 

http://www.optimonk.com/blog/how-to-increase-your-conversions-sales-with-upselling-cross-selling-and-down-selling-to-grow-your-business/
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As long as your offer is relevant to your target audience, it can be effective for keeping them 
in your conversion funnel. So even if a visitor isn’t ready to convert immediately, you won’t 
lose them altogether. 
 

7. Determine your best sources of qualified leads analyzing conversion funnel 
metrics 
So far, we’ve focused primarily on optimizing your funnel for users in the middle and bottom 
stages. That’s because those parts of your funnel have the clearest impact on your 
conversions and revenue. 
But it’s important to remember that the users who make it to those steps are only there 
because they were originally brought in at the awareness stage. 
And although optimizing your site can help you minimize “leaks” in your funnel, you can also 
improve your results by bringing in visitors who are more likely to be qualified leads right 
from the start. 
When you use broad targeting in your initial ad campaigns, you’re essentially casting a wide 
net and hoping that some of the traffic you bring in turns out to be interested in your product 
or service. 
 
The wider your net, the larger the percentage of your traffic will not be qualified — and will 
leave your funnel before even making it to the second stage. 
 
But the better you become at attracting high quality traffic, the more of your visitors will 
ultimately become customers. This will help you focus all of your marketing efforts on your 
most qualified leads. 
 
So how can you determine where your best traffic is coming from? 
The answer lies in your referral sources reports. 
 
The first place to go for referral data, much like any other website data, is Google Analytics. 
Navigate to your Acquisitions Overview, and you’ll see a report like this one: 
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In the left column, you can see which channels are bringing in the most traffic for your site. 
In this screenshot, it’s organic search. In the middle section, you’ll see user behavior data, 
like bounce rate, pages per session, and average session duration, for each channel. 
 
Finally, in the right column, you can see which channels drive the most conversions for your 
site. For many site owners, these channels differ drastically from the ones driving the most 
traffic overall — and they certainly do in the above screenshot. 
 
But this data is only sorted by general channel type. 
 
So while it can tell you that you’re generating lots of traffic from organic search and lots of 
conversions from referrals, you’ll need to do a bit more digging to determine what those 
search engines are, which sites are sending you traffic — and what’s included in your 
“(Other)” sources. 
You can start digging by opening your “All Traffic” report. This report presents similar data, 
but broken down by source and medium. 
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So instead of just seeing broad channel categories, you can get a better idea of the sources 
within those categories that are driving qualified traffic to your site. 
 
Then, if you use UTM parameters to track your campaigns, you can also break your traffic 
down based on those parameters in the “(Other)” report. 
 
This category is essentially a catch-all for referral sources that don’t fit within Analytics’ pre-
set mediums, including custom campaigns. 

 
Looking at the conversion rates for each of these campaigns will show you which are bringing 
qualified traffic to your site — and which aren’t. 
 
If you notice that any of your ad campaigns are bringing in traffic that converts at a high rate, 
investing more into that campaign could be a great way to maximize the percentage of 
visitors that make it all the way through your funnel. 
 
Beyond conversions, you can also learn more about how users from different referral sources 
behave on your site with tools like Crazy Egg’s Confetti report. 
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Much like a heatmap, this report will show where users are clicking on each of your pages. 
But it takes things a step further by letting you include user data in the visual representation. 
Instead of using different colors to represent click concentration, this report uses them to 
represent information about the user made each click. 
 
In the screenshot above, for example, red dots indicate a click from a user who arrived on the 
page from another pages on the same site. Green dots, however, represent clicks from users 
who arrived from a Google search. 
 
You can sort these reports by many different conversion funnel metrics, but some of the most 
helpful for determining sources of qualified traffic are your custom campaign parameters. 
For example, if you notice that traffic from one ad set tends to produce lots of clicks on your 
email signup form, but another generates more clicks on your main call to action button, you 
can use this information to adjust your investment in each accordingly. 
 

8. Use automation to keep leads in your funnel 
I’ve mentioned a few different strategies for getting your visitors’ emails on this page. 
That’s because email is an extremely effective channel for keeping leads in your funnel and 
moving them closer to conversion. 
 
Most of your visitors won’t be ready to make a large conversion on your site. In fact, 48% of 
businesses say most of their leads require a complex sales cycle. 
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So no matter how well you’ve set up and optimized your conversion funnel, it’s unlikely that 
your visitors will make it all the way through after one visit. 
If you don’t have any way of contacting them, it’s up to them to remember to come back and 
learn more about your business. Some of your most interested visitors might do this. 
 
But they likely only represent a fraction of your total audience. 
 
For the rest of your visitors, their odds of returning to your site drastically increase if you 
reach them directly in their inboxes with content that’s relevant to their needs and interests. 
This is where drip campaigns and autoresponder emails become extremely valuable. 
 
Most companies who use email marketing begin with standard monthly or weekly 
newsletters. They send the same content to their entire list of subscribers, with helpful tips, 
updates, and company-specific information. 
That’s a great start. 
 
But these newsletters don’t take a user’s stage in the conversion process into a account. So 
the content is rarely ever relevant to all of their subscribers. 
 
After all, a user who just recently heard of your brand for the first time has very different 
needs from one who’s been using your product for years. 
 
With automated emails, you can take these differences into account and make sure you’re 
sending relevant content to each of your subscribers. 
 
There are a few ways to make this happen. 
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One of the most popular is a drip campaign, or a series of automated, time-based emails. 
If you’ve ever subscribed to an email list, you’ve likely gotten an email that looked something 
like this one from Groove within an hour or so of signing up. 

 
Right from the start, this email does an excellent job of establishing the brand’s personality. 
Alex comes across as friendly and accessible — which are both great traits for encouraging 
new subscribers to reach out. 
He also mentions that in the coming days, he’ll be sending “some highlights with our best 
content to help you get started.” 
 
This is a clear indicator of a drip campaign. 
 
All the resources that come after this email are likely extremely helpful for someone who’s 
early in Groove’s conversion funnel. And they’re all scheduled to send the second a user opts 
into their list. 
So what might this look like for your business? 
 
Maybe after a user first signs up for you list, you send them an automated confirmation 
within a few minutes. This email could contain a quick “thank you” for signing up, as well as 
links to additional resources on your site. 
 
Then, five days later, you could send a second email encouraging them to read a blog post or 
informational article that addresses questions your audience typically has early in the 
conversion process. 
A few days after that, you could follow up with company-specific information about one of 
your products. 
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Finally, two weeks after their initial signup, you could send an email encouraging them to 
request a free quote or schedule a call with someone from your team. 
Of course, this is a fairly generic, simplified overview of the process. But the general idea is 
that with drip campaigns, you send a series of emails that move users gradually towards 
conversion. 
Instead of sending a sales pitch immediately, you use your first few emails to establish trust 
with your subscribers. This way, you provide value before asking for anything in return. 
And this strategy works, too. 
 

Targeting users with content relevant to their stage in the buying process yields  

72% higher conversion rates than a standard email strategy.  

Click to tweet  

Beyond that, you can take things a step further by altering your campaigns based on how 
users respond to them. 
 
For example, in this hypothetical campaign, Pardot determines which content to send 
next based on how a subscriber responded to the previous email. 

https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
https://www.crazyegg.com/blog/website-conversion-funnel/
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For example, if a user shows interest in the whitepaper in the original email, this is a sign 
that it was the right content for their needs. As a result, they’d follow up with another written 
resource. 
But if a user doesn’t show interest in that resource, they’d follow up with an informational 
video. After all, different users have different preferences — and taking them into account 
can boost engagement rates. 
 
The possibilities are virtually endless with this type of sequence. Beyond the ways that a user 
interacts with your email content, you can also tailor your campaigns based on the actions 
they take on your site. 
 
Some of the most common examples of this are shopping cart abandonment emails. As I 
mentioned above, cart abandonment is a huge problem for many ecommerce retailers. 
If you run an ecommerce store and notice that users are abandoning their carts at high rates, 
you might think that your only option is to use insight from users who don’t complete their 
purchases to improve your funnel. 
 
This is a great start. 
But if you’re collecting email addresses, you can also email those non-converting users with 
reminders to return and buy. For example, check out this email from Altitude Sports: 

 
Instead of providing generic information about a new product or upcoming promotion, the 
email includes a reminder of a specific product that the user already showed interest in by 
adding to their cart. 
 
It also includes a direct link to the user’s cart, with the product in it — ready to purchase. 
Of course, this strategy isn’t unique to Altitude Sports. If you’ve ever shopped online, you’ve 
likely received similar emails from your favorite retailers. 
Some retailers also take things a step further by including an additional offer in their cart 
abandonment emails. For example, this email from NOMAD includes a code for a 15% 
discount. 

https://blog.wishpond.com/post/111176052283/13-essential-email-triggers
https://www.hellonomad.com/
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If price is what stopped this user from making a purchase, a discount code count be exactly 
what they need to return and convert. 
 
Plus, mentioning that the discount is only available “for the next 48 hours” creates a sense of 
urgency — which is almost never a bad thing for driving sales. 
Finally, it’s also worth noting that this type of behavioral-based email isn’t only an option for 
ecommerce retailers. 
 
For example, a few days after browsing Airbnb rentals in Havana, Cuba, I received this email 
with links to specific properties: 

 
Although I hadn’t been ready to book on that first visit, this email reminded me that I still 
had yet to make any reservations. Plus, the links took me straight to homes that met the filter 
criteria I’d been using to search. 
This meant that they were still extremely relevant to my needs. 
 
But even if you don’t have a ton of specific product pages to use for behavioral targeting, you 
can still send highly-targeted emails to your subscribers. 
The best way to do this is with segementation. 
 
First, you can segment your list based on signup location. For example, let’s say your 
company is an energy provider. 
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A user who signs up on a page about your residential services likely has very different needs 
from a user who signs up on a page about your commercial services. 
You can add these users to separate segments, then send emails that are more customized to 
their needs. And the more effective you are at tailoring your email content to your 
subscribers, the more successful you’ll be in bringing them back to your site. 
In fact, 51% of email marketers say segmentation is one of the most effective ways to nurture 
leads with email. 

 
This ranks ahead of behavior-triggered emails, and even individualized email messaging. 
When you tailor your email content to each lead’s stage in your conversion funnel, you’ll be 
much more effective in bringing them back to your site. 
Just like you wouldn’t expect a first-time visitor to your site to make a high-value sale, you 
can’t expect an email subscriber to be interested in a sales-focused email right off the bat. 
Start by establishing your brand as a helpful resource and trustworthy provider of 
information, then get to the information that will encourage them to become a customer. 
 

9. Earn repeat customers 
What do you do after a user makes it to the bottom of your conversion funnel? 
For example, let’s say a user spends three months engaging with your email content, visiting 
your site about once a week, and learning more about your company. 
Finally, they make a purchase. 
 
Success! 
 
But now what? Do you let them drop out of your funnel altogether? 
 
Of course not. Especially not when you consider that it costs 6-7x as much to earn a new 
customer than retain an existing one. 
 

https://www.ventureharbour.com/20-insightful-lead-nurturing-statistics-charts/
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Plus, while the probability of selling to a new user hovers around 5-20%, the probability of 
selling to an existing customer jumps up to 60-70%. 
When you think about all of the steps that lead up to a conversion, this makes sense. The 
majority of the early steps involve a customer learning about their options for a specific 
problem, then learning how your company can help them solve it. 
 
Now, that they already know this information, the process of a second sale will go much 
more quickly. Plus, they already trust your brand and know the value of your services — so 
there’s much less convincing involved. 
 
Your main priority, then, should be to keep them engaged with with your brand. This is 
another scenario where automated email campaigns can be extremely helpful. 
 
If you offer products with a relatively short sales cycle, you can even get your customers 
thinking about their next purchase immediately after the first. 
For example, this GoDaddy thank you email includes a discount code for the user’s next 
purchase. 

 
Right off the bat, the wording here assumes that the user will be making another purchase. 
Even if they hadn’t yet been considering one, this email could be exactly what it takes to get 
that thought process started. 
 
Plus, assuming they have a positive experience with the the product, there’s now no reason 
they wouldn’t return to GoDaddy for their needs in the future. They can buy from a brand 
they trust, and at a discounted rate. 
 
Of course, in this case, the company is offering a product that users often purchase multiple 
times. 
So what can you do if your products tend to be one-time purchases, or you offer ongoing 
services? 
Your best bet is to look for opportunities to upsell your customers with additional offers that 
complement the purchase they’ve already made. 
 
For example, this email from Sambag highlights products that match a user’s recent 
purchases on their ecommerce store. 

https://blog.wishpond.com/post/111176052283/13-essential-email-triggers
https://blog.salecycle.com/strategies/beginners-guide-sell-cross-sell-emails/
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Even if the user 
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isn’t interested in those exact products, this email could pique their interest and get them to 
return to the store. 
But for service-based businesses, it can be a bit more challenging. 
If you already offer multiple plans, email is an excellent way to remind users of their options 
and encourage them to upgrade to a higher tier. 
For example, this CloudApp email highlights the benefits of upgrading to their Pro plan: 

 
It provides a clear comparison of what the Pro plan offers to what the user currently has — 
and presents in a way that makes the choice sound like an easy one. 
Even if the user hadn’t previously considered upgrading, this email could make them start 
seriously considering it as an option. 
But what should you do if you don’t have a clear plan in place for upgrades or additional 
services? 
In this case, generating repeat sales is a bit more complicated. 
But if you’re looking for ways to create an additional offer, identify the reason a client hired 
you in the first place. What were they looking to accomplish? Are there any other ways you 
can help them reach that goal? 
Once you identify the answers to these questions, you can present your new offer to your best 
clients as upgrade options. 
And if those clients go for it, you may just find yourself adding a new conversion funnel to 
your site. 
 

Conclusion 
Developing a conversion funnel optimization can be challenging. 
But when you take the time to understand your audience and learn what they need in order 
to become customers, you can optimize your funnel to maximize the number of visitors that 
ultimately become customers. 
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Choosing the right tools & understanding the techniques 
 

Now I have given the background information, I will run though what the tools that we will 

use in this book and discuss the learning outcomes of each tool.  

The main tools and techniques I will discuss in this book are:  

Topic Learning outcome 
Google AdWords Understand the core concepts and 

background 
 
Be able to set up and manage a cost 
effective and returning campaign end to 
end 

Facebook advertising platform 
Google Display Network 
Linked In advertising platform  
Google Shopping 
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Types of keywords 
In internet marketing there are three core types of keywords with varying attributes attached 

to them:  

• Transactional – Here the user wants to get to a website where there will be more 

interaction, e.g. buying something, downloading something, signing up or registering 

etc. 

• Informational – This is when the user is looking for a specific bit of information. 

• Navigational – The user is looking to reach a particular website. There's only one 

likely destination that they're looking to reach. 

Google, in their human rater guidelines, call these three categories: 

• Do 

• Know 

• Go 

Google also widened the definition of the categories slightly from their original paper. 

Interestingly, Andrei Broder, who created the original categories, now works at Google. 

How this relates to value and cost is displayed below:  

 Keyword type Prospect level General cost 
Transactional/primary  People searching 

for a ready to buy 
product  

Made the decision to 
buy a product or 
service 

Usually the most 
expensive  

Navigational/secondary People searching 
for something 
more specific like 
a brand or range 
of product 

Mid level of a 
decision to purchase 

Mid level costs 

Informational  People searching 
for general 
information 

Early stages of a 
buying process 

Cheaper as are 
harder to convert to 
sale or lead 

 

What is important to know is that if other people in your market place are advertising in 

these paid slots, it means that it is probable that they are expecting a return from their ads, 

and are more than likely receiving it.  

Primary keywords are words people use when looking directly for your service, secondary 

keywords are potentially interested customers who might be searching for a related product .  

Think about who you have made sales to, to date & how they would have used the internet; if 

you have some websites are unknowingly receiving traffic from keywords that have triggered 

their website to be displayed in the search engines results pages, that they do not cater for 

(provide appropriate pages) & are losing sometimes thousands of potential pounds by not 

providing the products, information or propositions as they do not understand how to 

execute conversion optimisations & basic internet marketing analysis.  

Try & think of keywords by using the guides to types of search & search perception. 

Many untapped primary & secondary words exist under this category, generally its 

customers that have not decided to purchase yet & are still in the decision making process.  
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Primary word examples are “LED lighting advice for the home”, a secondary informational 
search would be something a potentially interested customer would search for a related 

product such as “tips on saving the planet”.  

Informational searches are for people that generally do not know what they want yet but 

know they want something so Sell! Sell! Sell!  

Navigational searches Navigational search terms people use that have an idea of what they 

want, & are searching for a competitor, service, product, brand etc.  

This is a hot area for sales as the customer has decided they want a particular product or 

service but they have not  

The key here area for opportunity here is that you can good USP development & many people 

never use these words Good ad -copy & conversion optimization tasks help you create 

searches are searches that  

Market defining keywords  

Market Defining Keywords are the most common, come-to-mind keywords there is. These 

are the keywords that usually pop into your head when you’re thinking of starting your SEO 
Marketing campaign for your company, business, product, etc. 

Let’s take a scuba diving keyword campaign for example. If I wanted to use market defining 

keywords for my scuba diving campaign, I’d choose from a list that looks something like this: 

• Scuba dive 

• Scuba diving 

• Night diving 

The key questions you need to ask yourself is: 

“What are the words my market uses to describe itself?” 

“What words does my target audience use to describe my industry?” 

Does it describe itself as a scuba diving market? A night diving market? Does my target 

audience recognize my market as “scuba diving”? Or are they more familiar with the term 
“scuba dive”? From there, you will get to know your market defining keywords. 

People who are looking for information in your market would query in things like: 

• Scuba diving blog 

• Scuba diving information 

• Scuba diving sites 

In thinking up keywords, it’s best to get into people’s minds. Try to think of what can they 

possibly type in as a search query and start from there. If it’s a market defining keyword 
you’re after, then think like your target readers in those terms. 

 

  

https://seo-hacker.com/2-kinds-search-mindsets-understand/
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Customer defining keywords  
Now that we’ve covered up Market defining keywords, let’s move on to the next most-used 

keywords which are the Customer defining keywords. If your business is customer-centered, 

these keywords should be your main target. Choosing the right keywords is all about getting 

in your customer’s head. What can your type of customer possibly search for? 

What are customer defining keywords? 
These are the keywords that are focused on your target customers. For example if your 

business is about scuba diving then some of your customer defining keywords would be: 

• Scuba Diver/s 

• Underwater photographer 

• Scuba diving enthusiast 

Why are customer defining keywords important? 
It helps you realize who you want to direct your search results to. It also helps you realize the 

effectiveness of your keywords on this specific field. 

For some companies and businesses, customer defining keywords are vital in helping their 

customers find more resources about the business or market through the experience or 

testimonies of other customers that can be found throughout the web. 

For example, if I want scuba divers to know about a great scuba diving resort that I own, 

what I could do is target the keywords: 

Scuba diver’s choice of dive resort 

Or if I want to indirectly market my scuba diving gears products through scuba divers, I can 

target the keywords: 

Scuba diver’s choice of scuba gear 

Usually when these keywords are targeted, the ones using them will create resources that are 

built from other previous customer’s testimonies or experiences. They do this through 

various methods such as video interviews or just plain and simple text content. 

There’s still a big market and a huge sea of untapped customer defining keywords that are 

available for you. And optimizing customer defining keywords ain’t as hard as fighting your 

way through market and/or product defining keywords (which we’ll be discussing next). 

Features & benefits words  

These are dependant on the features and benefits of your product and service and are a great 

way of tapping into low cost traffic 

 

  

https://seo-hacker.com/kinds-keywords-market-defining-keywords/
https://seo-hacker.com/2-kinds-search-mindsets-understand/
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Persona planning and campaign framework planning 
There are some very specialised frameworks & interesting diagrams used to develop the full 

set of keywords, which includes aspects of understanding full profiles of customers, 

including demographics, analysing sales that are offline, analysing national trends sources, 

analysing perceptions, understanding cultural differences & more.  

Also do not forget that you are the expert in your field, & the combination of efforts between 

you & your service provider is the key to keywords. 

Remember Who You’re Talking to (& Speak Their Language) 

Don’t let the planning take away from the people you’re trying to reach. You already know 
who your audience are (at least we hope you do) but sometimes they’re the first thing a 

digital marketer can forget amidst the KPI setting, budget fretting and channel selection. 

You’re not going to make this mistake – not this time. Instead you’re going to put your 
audience at the heart of your digital marketing strategy, cater to their emotional needs and 

satisfy their deepest desires. How? Through the creation of well fleshed out and well thought 

out personas, of course. 

Develop Useful Personas: 

Start with the basics and note down all the demographic information you know about your 

target consumer – like age, gender and location. 

Then dig a little deeper and Identify the problems you can help your target persona solve. 

Delve into their emotional desires, goals, aspirations and fears and document all of the 

factors that could make them tick (think about their conscious and unconscious desires). 

You can dive deep into the ‘Audience Reports of your Google Analytics account to identify 

key characteristics of your target persona like age, sex, career, etc. 

When creating your personas this is the perfect time to identify the people who will be of 

influence to them – these will be the influencers your marketing strategy should target. 

  

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1012034?hl=en
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Testing the market place before you pay for ads 
Test the internet’s potential for your business – basic word development & traffic testing 

Google lets us check numbers of searchers within a postcode/radius for each word or phrase 

people may use to find your particular product or service. 

This is a key stage in the development process not only in Google AdWords but & relates 

heavily to the rest of the development process on all platforms in terms of what ads to create, 

how they are triggered, what information your customer segment cares about, & how you 

understand what your customers search.  

This process helps inspire & develop new ways of developing potential customer segments & 

propositions.  

The key to this initial testing stage is to find & prioritise the huge range of keywords your 

potential customers use, using product, market & customer knowledge & creativity - then the 

task to actually attract & convert them through various methods previously is the next step 

previously briefly explained. The simple exercise s below helps you to get a basic idea of your 

primary & secondary keywords & local search traffic for different profiles of potential 

customers.  

 

Learn how to use the Keyword Planner tool effectively to lay the groundwork for a successful 

campaign on Google. Make the most of your experience when using the Google Ads keyword 

tool. 

The Google Ads Keyword Planner tool is a useful resource for building strong keyword lists 

and helping to get your PPC campaign off to a running start. A free-to-use feature within 

Google Ads, its tools for generating keyword ideas and bid estimations can help you plan 

your marketing strategy. By using the Google Ads Keyword Tool, you can search for keyword 

and ad group ideas, see how a list of keywords might perform, and even combine keyword 

lists to create new ones. It can also help you choose competitive bids and budgets to use in 

your campaigns. 

For example, let’s say you run a Vermont-based business selling locally-made and sourced 

maple syrup across the country. The Google Ads Keyword Tool can help you identify terms, 

phrases, and words potential customers are searching for related to your business that you 

may not have thought of before. You may be bidding against the phrase “handmade syrup” 
and “locally sourced syrup,” but the Google Ads Keyword Tool might uncover related and 

frequently-searched terms like “breakfast condiment,” “handcrafted syrup,” etc. 

Once you understand the basics of using the Google Ads Keyword Tool, there are several 

strategies you can adopt to help take your campaign to the next level. Check out these tips on 

how to use the Keyword Planner to help your ad find its way to a potential customer’s search 
the moment they want what you offer. 

1. Use Basic Filtering to Refine Your Audience & Budget 
When you start using the Keyword Planner, you’ll be given four options: 

Search for new keywords: Allows you to type in a phrase, website, or category to 

generate new ideas. 

Multiple keyword lists: Combines two separate lists that you’ll input to create new 
keyword combinations. 
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Get search volume and trends: Shows the historical trending and search volume data of 

keywords. 

Get click and cost performance forecasts: Gives you performance projections for your 

keyword lists based on average bids and your budget. 

When you input keywords into any of these options, you’ll get a list or report which you can 
then filter based on a variety of elements: 

While a keyword may have a high search volume nationally or across other wide areas, you 

can filter the location to help you determine whether it’s a popular and relevant term in your 

local area. 

REACH 

Location: Gives search volume data and trends based on a specified geographic location or 

range. 

Language: Gives search volume data and trends for a specific language. This could be 

especially useful if you have multiple language versions or pages of your site (for example, 

English and Spanish). 

Search Network: Determines where the provided data comes from. The default data 

source is from Google; however, you may also choose Google and Google Search Partners. 

Negative Keywords: Filter out any words or phrases that you don’t want to see in your 
results. For instance, if you don’t want to target anything with the words "cheap" or "free," 

this is where you enter those restrictions. 

DATE RANGE 

Lets you enter a specific date range so you can see average monthly searches for that time 

period. You can also compare two different date ranges. This could be especially useful in 

determining if certain keywords perform better during different times of year, to help you 

strategize your campaign timing. 

KEYWORD FILTERS 

Average Monthly Searches: Filters keywords based on average monthly searches for 

selected dates. Keywords with extremely high search volume (generally 10,000+ average 

monthly searches) are more difficult to compete for, with a higher suggested bid. If you’re 
just starting your campaign, focusing on keywords with mid-level search volume may help 

you avoid spending too much of your budget on too few keywords. 

Suggested Bid: Allows you to see keyword options that could help you stay in better 

control of your budget. Your suggested bid is calculated by taking into account the cost-per-

click (CPC) that other advertisers are paying for keywords with the same location and Search 

Network settings you've selected. 

Ad Impression Share: The number of times people will see your ad, divided by the total 

number of searches that matched your keyword exactly in the last month for your selected 

location and network. 

Organic Impression Share: The percentage of times a page from your website showed up 

in a regular, unpaid web search for a keyword. (Note: this is only available if you’ve joined 

your Google Analytics account to your Google Ads account.) 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2616017?hl=en
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6175315
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6175315
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Organic Average Position: Shows how pages from your website rank in regular, unpaid 

searches compared to pages from other websites. (Note: this is only available if you’ve joined 

your Google Analytics account to your Google Ads account.) 

Competition: Lets you filter keywords by how difficult it will be to receive a top position 

with them. You can filter by high, medium, and low difficulty. For small businesses, it's 

generally recommended to filter for medium to low difficulty, as these tend to have a lower 

suggested bid, so you can make more of your budget. 

KEYWORD OPTIONS 

Lets you further narrow your research to show only ideas that are closely related to your 

search terms or content, keywords that are already in your plan, and more. 

While the purpose of filters is to whittle down your keyword list or report, remember not to 

set too many restrictions. Consider starting general, using just one or no filters to start, and 

testing out the filters to make sure you aren't overlooking any opportunities. As you become 

more familiar with keywords in your industry and the filtering options available, you’ll start 
to find what filter options work for you. 

Now that you have the basics on how to use the Keyword Planner, it's time to explore some 

strategies for making the most of it. 

 

2. Use Quality Keywords Over a Quantity of Keywords 
If you’re struggling to think outside the box for keywords, or to find ones that are relevant to 

your business, the Keyword Planner can help you discover new terms and phrases potential 

customers are using to search for businesses like yours. The tool allows you to view Google-

recommended keywords generated by: 

Keyword: Type in words or phrases relevant to your business or website to get new ideas or 

longer-form keywords you may not have considered before. 

Landing Page: Enter a specific page on your site (or any site), and the tool will read the 

page and generate relevant keywords. 

Product Category: Select which product categories best describe your business to discover 

popular keywords frequently searched within your industry. This could help you identify 

keywords that you might not have realized potential customers are using to search for 

businesses like yours. 

When analyzing the suggestions the tool gives you, keep in mind that if a keyword has high 

search volume, there might also be a lot of competition for it, raising its suggested bid. Try to 

choose keywords that are realistic for your campaign, and that won't absorb the majority of 

your budget. 

3. Show Your Ads to Your Geographic Audience 
The Keyword Planner’s filters allow you to customize where your ads show up based on 
language or location. This may be particularly useful if, for example, your business has a 

physical storefront, and you’re therefore hoping to reach more people searching around your 
location. 

While a keyword may have a high search volume nationally or across other wide areas, the 

filter can help you determine whether it’s a popular and relevant term in your local area. 

Back to our Vermont-based maple syrup business example, you can set your filters to 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6175315
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6175315
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whatever specificity — whether that’s within your city (Putney), state (Vermont), country 

(USA) and beyond. Your results in the keyword planner tool will show the average monthly 

search volume, search trends, suggested bid, etc., for Putney, Vermont, or whatever you’ve 
set as your geographic area. 

These filters will also let you design your campaigns around different languages. If you find 

that your company is popular with both English and Spanish speakers, using the Google Ads 

keyword tool helps you find the most relevant keywords in each language, so you can create 

separate ad groups to reach both audiences. 

4. Prepare for What Your Competitors Are Paying 
The competition level for keyword choices can substantially inflate their costs. Based on how 

many other people are bidding on it, a particular keyword’s competition level is ranked low, 

medium, or high. High competition keywords cost more per average bid, and using them 

may make it more difficult — and expensive — for your ad to gain a top-level viewing 

position. 

Using the Google Ads keyword tool can help you find effective keywords that fit your budget 

by showing you what other advertisers are paying for keywords. The tool’s suggested bid 
column shows the average amount being spent to rank in a top level position for a particular 

keyword. You can see which of your desired keywords are within reach of your budget, and 

build your campaign around them to improve your chances of being seen by potential 

customers. 

While the suggested bid feature provides a good estimation of general costs, Google's first 

page bid estimate tool provides an estimate of how much it will cost to rank on the first 

results page based on the Quality Score of your keywords and current competition for them. 

To view the estimated first page bid metric for your keywords, follow these steps: 

Visit the Keywords tab and click the Columns button 

Select Modify columns from the drop-down menu 

In the “Attributes” drop-down menu, add Est. first page bid, and click Save 

You can do the same to view your estimated top of page bid (add Est. top page 

bid and Save) 

If the first page bid estimate is very high, it may mean that your keyword's Quality Score is 

poor. You can click the Help bubble next to your keyword to find more details. To find out 

more about this topic, check out our article on first page bid estimates. 

5. Analyze Your Plan to Help Make the Most of Your Budget 
As you discover keywords that are viable options, click the button to the right of the column 

to add them to your keyword plan. This will temporarily store your potential keywords. Once 

the keywords are in your plan, you can set a daily budget, bid maximum and location to 

receive a detailed forecast about the potential for the keywords that you've chosen. 

Once you have a list of 10-20 keywords for your group, clicking on the Review Forecasts 

button will display the estimated clicks, impressions, average position, and average 

conversion rate for your potential keywords so you can analyze whether they’re realistic for 
your budget range. Use your findings to add and delete keywords until you have a refined list 

that will help make the most of your budget. 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/140351
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2472742?hl=en
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The Google Ads Keyword Planner is a useful tool to lay the groundwork for a successful PPC 

campaign. No matter your budget or company size, this tool can help you customize your 

keywords for more efficiency. Keep these strategies for how to use the Keyword Planner tool 

in mind to help your online marketing campaign succeed. 
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Planning your first campaign – the workshopping process 
The first task is to create a number of basic profiles to develop words within. These profiles 

will have they types of customer you want to attract then how you will attract them.  

This is an important creative process where it is great to collaborate with other people or 

teams for ideas.  

Start with a blank sheet of paper in a room of all the people involved and make the process 

fun and inclusive. Do not discount any idea.  
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The tools and guides and real life campaign examples  
 

Google AdWords 
This is a keyword based platform that triggers ads at the top of the Google search engine. 

Google dominates in the UK and USA for the search engine traffic and is a very powerful 

tool.  

In figure 1 below you can see that when the term local plumber is searched in Google, the 

first four results are paid ads. These ads are paid for by the potential customer. 20% of 

potential prospects click on these ads. 

Every day people are searching for products and services and some are qualified prospects 

who are ready to buy.   

When you set up an account with Google AdWords you are charged every time that a 

potential customer clicks your ad. You set a bid for a particular keyword. Different keywords 

have different costs depending on various conditions such as competition in the market 

place.  

For example investment keywords generally cost around £15 and local services cost around 

£1-3.  

 

Figure 2 - The search engine result page showing paid ads 
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Where To Start 

Here is what you need to get started: 

1. An Google Ads account (if you don’t have one, go sign up here and ask your promo 
code in the comments of this post) 

2. All your keywords sorted into themes 

In the first post of this little series, I’ve talked about doing keyword research for Google Ads. 
If you followed that, you should have something resembling the spreadsheet below: 

Outcome of the keyword research 

A number of different columns with closely related keywords. 

Reading and doing the work in that article makes the approach described in this post a lot 
faster. 

This article is a pretty long one, so here is an outline to make it easier to follow along.  

1. Creating your campaign 

2. Setting up ad groups 

3. Adding the keywords + match types 

4. Setting the correct bidding 

5. Create poppin’ ads 

6. Adding ad extensions 

7. Adding negative keywords 

https://ads.google.com/
https://www.storegrowers.com/keyword-research-google-ads/
https://www.storegrowers.com/keyword-research-google-ads/
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step1
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step2
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step3
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step4
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step5
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step6
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step7
https://ip1gh35mejw4dpqjl4aya71p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2-results-keyword-research.png
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8. Last settings check 

9. Link Google Ads & Google Analytics 

10. Campaign launch 

Bonus: Don’t just “start” a Google Ads campaign. Grab our free 6-page worksheet to come 
with with a strategy that is (almost) guaranteed to make money! 

Step 1: Creating your campaign 

Google Ads has a couple of different types of advertising campaigns: Shopping, Display or 
Search. 

Our goal in this article is to create text ads that will appear in the Google search results, so 
we’ll focus on creating ads for the Search Network. 

If you create a new campaigns, Google Ads will sometimes opt you into the Display network 
as well. 

Make sure you opt out of the Display network, this is where a lot of stuff goes wrong. Your 
own screen should look like this: 

Different networks you can choose in Google Ads 

If you’re starting out, don’t include the Google search partners. These partners can offer a 
good opportunity to expand your volume, but they also complicate your campaigns. 

How many search campaigns should you have? 

That depends on your store. But here are a couple of ideas that I usually use for my clients:  

• Campaign for your own online store brand (if you have some volume) 

• Campaigns for brands / branded products 

https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step8
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step9
https://www.storegrowers.com/set-up-google-ads/#step10
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/
https://ip1gh35mejw4dpqjl4aya71p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/3-search-vs-display-network.png
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• Campaigns for specific categories 

• Campaigns targeting different regions 

• Campaigns targeting different languages 

In what follows, I’m using my Apes In Space online store as an example. Since I don’t have 
any famous brands or branded products, I’m creating one campaign that targets space 
related queries in the US. 
 

Step 2: Setting up ad groups 

Thanks to the preparation you did in the previous post, setting up the ad groups goes pretty 
fast. 

Basically every column becomes and ad group. 

To me, that meant 14 ad groups: 
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To set these up you can use the Google Ads interface. 

If you have a lot of campaigns or ad groups to set up, check out the free Google Ads Editor. 
That helps to make bulk changes. 
 

Step 3: Adding the keywords + match types 

From our keyword research. We’ve found the actual search queries that people are using. 

But to add them to their specific ad group, we need to pay extra attention. 

To show the danger, let’s take a look at one of Google’s instructional videos: 

Seems very straight forward right? But if you pay close attention to the video, you can see 
that it already contradicts some of the recommendations I made before (like picking the right 
network). 

https://ads.google.com/home/tools/ads-editor/
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In the case of keywords, the video make it seem like adding the actual keywords is enough. 

But an important part of effective Google Ads campaigns is that you need to tell Google Ads 
how closely they should stick to the keywords that you provide. Do you want our ads to 
appear for misspellings, synonyms, related words, etc? 

In Google Ads you can do this with keyword match types. 

Google Ads has 4 different match types: 

• Broad match: default and a lot of freedom to Google to decide 

• Modified broad match: stick to small variations 

• Phrase match: stick to this queries that contains these words in order 

• Exact match: only show ads for this specific search query 

So when I talk about a keyword in Google Ads, I actually mean the words and its match type. 

For example: +space +posters and [space posters] are two different keywords. 

The first keyword could show up for a query like: “buy space posters for classroom”. The 
second keyword would only show up when people search for “space posters”. 

You can go as detailed as you want. The extreme would be creating 3 different keywords for 
each of the words we added (each of the match types). 

I usually try to find a good balance between the volume I expect and the effort it takes to set 
this all up. 

So if this case I went with modified broad match keywords. That will give me a feel for the 
volume and will show me some other keywords that Ii haven’t found in my research. 

Here are some of the keywords in the Moon posters ad group: 
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Example keywords from my campaign 

If your budget is really limited, you can also start off with just phrase or exact match 
keywords. That way you make sure you only appear for searches that you want. 

Downside is that you won’t discover any new interesting keywords (and that are potentially 
cheaper). 

Tip: if you need to add a lot of different keywords, you can use a tool called mergewords this 
allows you to create a ton of keywords with their appropriate match types. 
 

Step 4: Setting the correct bidding 

This might sound like a complicated step. (It’s sometimes also called bid strategy or bid 
management) 

But it basically means that you need a plan about why you’re putting the max CPCs at the 
amount that you do. 

Example: bid strategy when you’re starting out 

Action: Set every ad group at a max CPC of $0.35 

Reason: you don’t know what a click actually costs, how many clicks you’re going to get etc. 

This is how I started out with the Apes In Space Google Ads campaigns, everything at $0.35. 

Example: bid strategy for more visibility 

http://mergewords.com/
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Then after a couple of days you might see that some ad groups aren’t getting ANY traffic. 

As was the case with my own campaigns. 

Google Ads indicating “Below first page bid” 

So your “bid strategy” might become: 

Action:  increase the max CPCs of all ad groups to $0.5 

Reason: you want to bid higher to show up in more search results. 

Example: bid strategy to increase sales 

One month into your campaigns, there might be some ad groups that get sales, why others 
get nothing. 

Action: Increase max CPCs by 20% for the ad groups that are making sales 

Then after a couple of months, you can get into a lot more advanced strategies like 
optimising for a specific position for some campaigns, while others are focused on achieving 
a specific CPA or ROAS (return on ad spend). 

The important thing is to have a plan, however simple it is. 

You can adjust the max CPC both on the ad group or keyword level. But to keep it simple, 
start by setting max CPCs on the ad group level. Then when you learn about how keywords 
perform differently, you can start adjusting them on that level. 
 

Step 5: Create Poppin’ Ads 

Setting up Google Ads campaigns can be a time consuming tasks. So when it’s time to create 
the actual ads, many people phone it in. 

But I’ve found this the part that can help make or break your campaigns. 

If you’re in very competitive markets with giants like Amazon bidding against you, having 
great ads can really help you stand out. They have millions of ad groups to manage, so they’ll 
rely on automation. 
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If you take the time to come up with ads that really hit on the needs or problems or 
challenges of your target customer, you can get more clicks on your ads. 

Let’s look at two ad example: one very custom one, and one generic one. 

Example 1: The Search Ad That Connects To Secret Desires And Objections 

Coming up with ads that are specific and relevant to a very specific set of keywords takes 
time. 

Take this example from SkinnyMint detox tea: 

 

 

The first objective of an ad is to show that you’re actually selling the product that a customer 
is looking for. 

But this ad goes way beyond. It shows that they understand the desires and concerns of their 
potential customers: 

• They want to lose weight/look better quickly = “Get Your Dream Body in 28 Days” 

• They are concerned with what they’re putting in their body = “All Natural 
ingredients” 

To create these types of ads you need to know your customers well, which requires research. 

The approach above works if you’ve got a limited amount of products (the brand above only 
has like 5 SKUs). 

Otherwise it probably won’t be cost effective to repeat the research for every 
product/category that you’re selling. 

Example: The Quick And Dirty Ad Template  
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A different approach is the quick and dirty ad template. 

It basically is a generic ad that you can re-use in multiple ad groups at once and adapt 
slightly. 

Check this example from Buildasign: 

 

They got a basic template with the store USPs: Take 15% Off, Free Shipping, 100% 
satisfaction, No minimum order, Easy 3 step process. 

But they don’t talk about why someone might desire a personalized license plate. (Not going 
to guess either :P) 

You can see that it stays on the surface. 

The ad not going to create and urgent desire for a customized license plate, but their offer is 
pretty good. 

So it’s not a bad approach to get started, I often use it when I need to create a ton of ads at 
the same time. 

I used this approach for my own campaigns: 

https://ip1gh35mejw4dpqjl4aya71p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/8-adwords-ad-example-generic-ad-e1519864694952.png
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Some examples of “generic” ads that I wrote for 
my Google Ads campaign 

But if some ad groups get a lot of clicks, I will revisit them in a few weeks and come up with 
ad variations that are closer to the first example. 

Because if it is a lot of work, you can be certain that few of your competitors will put in the 
work required. 

Pro tip: create 2-3 ads for each ad group. If you have multiple ads in each ad groups, the 
people that see your ads will actually tell you which ad speaks more to them. You’ll see this 
reflected in your clickthrough rate or CTR. 

Once a clear winner emerges, pause the other one and try to come up with a better version. 
 

Step 6: Adding ad extensions 

Ad extensions are extras that allow you to claim more real estate in the search results. 

Here is an example from Alibaba: 

 

You can’t choose which specific ad extensions types show up for a specific search. All you can 
do is  provide as many of them as possible and Google will choose which ones it displays 
depending on the search query and the position your ad will show up in. 
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Google Ads gives you the options to set ad extensions on the account, campaign or ad group 
level, which can really help for people to discover your whole product catalog. 

That’s said, let’s quickly run through the current ad extensions:  

• Sitelinks: add extra links to your website (be sure to provide the 2 description lines!) 

• Callout extensions: add your store’s USPs 

• Structured snippets: show more about your offering: brands/models/types 

• Location extensions: add your existing physical locations 

• Call extensions: Add a telephone number 

• Price extensions: show actual products with actual prices 

• Promotion extensions: show special promos you’re offering 

• Seller ratings: show your store’s rating 

This is what an Google Ads price extension looks like in the search results 

The ones that show up most often are sitelinks and callout extensions. So make sure you 
definitely add them. 

The seller ratings work a bit differently. These will show up automatically if you’re using a 
third party review service that Google supports and have enough reviews. If you’re with a 
different provider, be sure to reach out to them, because Google has a big backlog in enlisting 
new providers. 

Here are the ad extensions that I set up for my Google Ads campaign: 

• Sitelinks to every category of my store 

• Callout extensions with the biggest USPs 

• Structured snippets with the types of posters that I sell 

Google Ads is also always experimenting with new features. So your account might very well 
have some new features that are missing from this post. 
 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2375474?hl=en-GB
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Step 7: Adding negative keywords 

Negative keywords can save you a lot of money up front. 

These are keywords that you add to your campaigns where you explicitly tell Google Ads 
NOT to show your ads if people search for them. 

These could be search for products or brands you don’t sell, competitor stores, more 
informational queries, etc. 

There are two ways to discover these keywords: 
1. From your keywords research you did before 

In my keyword research I saw a lot of search for a series of posters that NASA released. Most 
of these people are looking for the free versions of these posters. 

Since these aren’t likely to be good customers, I wanted to exclude them from my campaigns: 

Negative keywords that I found during keyword research 

I’ve added all of the columns marked in red to my negative keywords. Some of them I will 
remove in the future as I build out my product catalog. 

2. From the Search Terms report in your Google Ads account 

https://www.storegrowers.com/keyword-research-google-ads/
https://ip1gh35mejw4dpqjl4aya71p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/12-adwords-negative-keywords-research.png
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Search terms report in Google Ads 

Then you add the keywords to a specific ad group, a campaign or to a negative keyword list 
which allows you to share negative keywords between multiple campaigns. 

You need both approaches, but the more search queries you can filter after that first step, the 
cheaper it will be. Otherwise you need to pay for the click first to discover that it’s a bad 
keyword. 
 

Step 8: Last settings check 

The campaigns are now almost ready to go live. But before they go live, I go through a last 
settings check. 

Here is my checklist: 

Settings: 

• Select the correct network (= Search network only!) 

• Target the correct country 

• Target the correct language(s) 

• Double check the bidding strategy (I start out with manual CPC) 

Advanced settings: 

• Ad rotation: Optimize: Prefer best performing ads (default option) 
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• Locations options: People in your targeted locations & Exclude People in your 
excluded locations 

Keywords & ads: I will often run a last time through the keywords and ads to make sure the 
match types are correct and that there are no spelling mistakes in the keywords or ads. 
 

Step 9: Link Google Ads & Google Analytics 

This is a step that I still see missing from a lot of accounts. Linking Google Analytics will give 
you the information what happens after the click: a purchase and for how much. 

It’s essential information to know how your Google Ads campaigns are performing. 

To link the accounts, open up the Admin section of your Google Analytics account: 

Linking Google Analytics and Google Ads 

Then select the correct Google Ads account from the list. 

Now the data is flowing from Google Ads to Analytics. 

Next we need to make sure that we can also see in Google Ads what happens in Analytics. 

To achieve that we’re going o import the ecommerce transactions as Conversion in Google 
Ads: 
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Importing Analytics transactions into Google Ads 

Pick import from Google Analytics and select the correct goal. (If you have multiple views in 
Google Analytics you’ll see multiple goals here, pick your most important one) 

If you haven’t set ecommerce tracking in Google Analytics, get that sorted before you launch 
your campaigns! 
 

Step 10: Campaign Launch 

We’re finally ready to go live. 

All you can do now is to sit back and wait for those sales to roll in. 

Probably that won’t happen instantly. So in the hours, days after launching, keep a close eye 
on the search terms reports and max CPCs. You might have to tweak these two parts to get 
more visibility and show up for the searches that are relevant to your business. 

  

https://www.storegrowers.com/setup-ecommerce-tracking-in-google-analytics-asg-3/
https://www.storegrowers.com/high-cost-per-click/
https://ip1gh35mejw4dpqjl4aya71p-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/15-adwords-import-google-analytics-ecommerce-transactions.png
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Linked In 

Step 1. Advertising on LinkedIn 

LinkedIn’s self-service solutions lets you launch a targeted campaign in minutes. You can set 
your own budget, choose clicks or impressions, and stop your ads at any time 
using Campaign Manager, LinkedIn's all-in-one advertising platform. Ad formats supported 
in Campaign Manager are Sponsored Content, Sponsored InMail and Text Ads. 

Dynamic Ads are also available through account-managed advertising, which allows you to 
partner with a dedicated LinkedIn team to create exclusively placed, highly visible ads for 
premium audiences. 

The six steps below demonstrate how to run a self-service ad campaign on LinkedIn 
using Sponsored Content, Sponsored InMail or Text Ads. 

 

Step 2. Get Started with Campaign Manager 

 

Get started by signing in to Campaign Manager.  If you don’t have an account, you can create 
one in minutes. 

Campaign Manager is where you will manage and optimize your advertising on LinkedIn. 
It includes several features designed to help you meet your advertising goals: 

Dynamic visual reporting that recalculates and displays only the data that matches your 
search and filter settings. 

A detailed breakout of the actions your Sponsored Content campaigns generate, including 
Clicks, Likes, Shares, Comments, and Follows. 

A detailed view of the demographic categories of LinkedIn members who click on your ads, 
available at the account, campaign, and creative level. 

Related: Setting up a Campaign Manager account 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/ad/accounts?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/native-advertising
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/sponsored-inmail
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/ppc-advertising
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/dynamic-ads
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/native-advertising
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/sponsored-inmail
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/ppc-advertising
https://www.linkedin.com/ad/?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/topics/8121/8122/5749?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/topics/8121/8122/5749?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/topics/8121/8122/5749?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
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Step 3. Choose Your LinkedIn Ad Format 

Now that you are logged in to Campaign Manager, it’s time to create and manage your ad 
campaigns. You can use Sponsored Content, Sponsored InMail, Text Ads, or a mix of all 
three. Before we get into actions, here’s a quick breakdown of each option: 

Sponsored Content 

 

Sponsored Content is native advertising that appears directly in the LinkedIn feeds of 
professionals you want to reach. Using Sponsored Content, you can: 

Get your message out on every device: desktop, tablet, and mobile 

Use rich media to stand out in the feed 

Easily test your messaging and optimize campaigns in real time 

Learn more about Sponsored Content 

Sponsored InMail 

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/native-advertising
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/native-advertising
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/sponsored-inmail
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Sponsored InMail is a unique ad format that lets you deliver personalized, relevant content 
through LinkedIn Messenger. Using Sponsored InMail, you can: 

Drive conversions with personalized messages 

Reach targeted audiences on desktop and mobile 

A/B test messaging to resonate with your target audience 

Learn more about Sponsored InMail 

Text Ads 

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/sponsored-inmail
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/ppc-advertising
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Text Ads are simple but compelling pay-per-click (PPC) or cost-per-impression (CPM) ads. 
Using Text Ads, you can: 

Easily create your own ads and launch a campaign in minutes 

Tailor messaging to the professionals you need to reach 

Pay for only the ads that work – per click or per impression 

Learn more about Text Ads 

In Campaign Manager, select the account you’d like to use, then click the Create 
Campaign button. 

 

Then choose from Text Ads or Sponsored Content. 

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/ppc-advertising
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Step 4. Create Your Ads 

Create Sponsored Content 

Once you’ve selected Sponsored Content, you will have three options: 

Choose an update from your LinkedIn Company Page to sponsor 

Choose an update from your LinkedIn Showcase Page to sponsor 

Create new Sponsored Content 

 

If you want to edit an existing update to customize it for a target audience, choose to create 
new Sponsored Content. It’s a good idea to create multiple variations of Sponsored Content 
so that you can see which messages get the best results. You can use a variety of messages, 
links, photos, and images to see what works best.  

To add rich media, click the paperclip icon in the upper right corner of the text box. 

Once you’ve created your ad, you can view a preview before saving. If everything looks good, 
select the content you want to promote within your campaign and click the Sponsor 
selected button. 

https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/company-pages/get-started
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/company-pages/showcase-pages
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Click Next. 

Create Sponsored InMail 

Once you’ve selected Sponsored InMail, enter a campaign name and choose a language for 
your ads. You will have several options: 

Choose the sender. The sender’s first name, last name and profile image will appear in the 
recipient’s inbox along with the subject line of the message.  

Add message subject line and summary. The summary will give your recipients a 
sneak preview of your message on desktop. 

Craft your message. You can add easy personalization (like the recipient's first name) 
right in the tool. 

When crafting your Sponsored InMail message content consider the messaging context of 
the LinkedIn Platform. 

Keep your subject lines concise, relevant and conversational. Short and impactful subject 
lines with a clear value exchange work best. Consider utilizing some of the following 
keywords: 

Thanks 

Exclusive invitation 

Connect 

Opportunities 

Join us/me 

Humanize your message with conversational language and aim to keep your copy under 
1,000 characters. 

Click Next, and add your landing page URL and optional hero banner image. 

Click Next. 

Create a Text Ad 

Once you’ve selected the Text Ads option and named your campaign, you can start creating 
your ad.  
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First, decide where members should go when they click your ad, whether it’s your page on 
LinkedIn or a specific page on your website. Next, add your image, a headline (up to 25 
characters), and a description (up to 75 characters). As you create your ad, you will see a 
preview on the right side of the page. 

You can create up to 15 Text Ads to see which headlines, descriptions, and images get the 
best results. 

Step 5. Target Your Ads 

Selecting your audience works the same way regardless of whether you choose Sponsored 
Content, Sponsored InMail or Text Ads. After you’ve created your ad, you will be taken to the 
following screen: 
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As you can see, there is a wide variety of criteria you can use to select your ideal audience. As 
you select additional criteria, you will see how each additional filtering option affects your 
estimated target audience size in the right sidebar. 

You will notice additional options below the targeting criteria. 

Audience Expansion automatically includes audiences similar to those you’ve selected. This 
helps to ensure you’re not missing out on relevant engagement opportunities, especially 
early in your campaign.  

You can also choose to deliver your campaign to your target audience beyond the 
LinkedIn feed, using LinkedIn's network of partner audiences. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/topics/8169/8179/51626?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/topics/8169/8179/61029?src=or-search&veh=www.google.com
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Step 6. Set Your Budget 

 

Now that you’ve selected your audience, it’s time to set the budget for your campaign. There 
are three options: cost per click (CPC); cost per impression (CPM); or cost per send (CPS). 

Cost per send (CPS) is used when you run Sponsored InMail campaigns. You pay for each 
InMail that is successfully delivered. 

CPC is often used for action-oriented campaigns like lead generation or event registration, 
whereas the CPM model is typically a better fit when brand awareness is the goal. 

Along with choosing between CPC and CPM, you will also enter your suggested bid, daily 
budget, start date, end date, and total budget. Regardless of the end date you choose, you can 
cancel your campaign at any time. It’s also important to note that LinkedIn uses an auction 
system for bidding that rewards engagement, meaning you can win an auction without being 

the highest bidder.  

Step 7. Measure and Optimize Your Campaign 

Congratulations, your LinkedIn advertising campaign is live! Now it’s time to see how your 
ads are performing. You can access your analytics by visiting Campaign Manager and 
selecting the campaigns you want to evaluate. 
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In addition to overall performance, you can also see how your campaigns are performing as 
it relates to social actions and budget. Social actions are initiated by LinkedIn members who 
interact with your content – it’s organic, free engagement. 

Click through to each campaign to see how each ad within the campaign is performing. Using 
this data, you can edit your ads, refine your targeting, adjust your budget, and toggle ad 
variations on and off based on performance. 
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Google Shopping 

Google Shopping Ads can be great. But getting them to the point where they can make 
money can be a real PITA. 

They look pretty simple from the outside, but once you get started things quickly get 
technical. 

Knowing how to navigate around these tougher parts is essential to get started as fast as 
possible. 

So in this article I will show you how to set up Google Shopping, what you can do to make it 

easier on yourself and how to print money with them.  

Here is what the rest of the article looks like: 

• The Only Way To Rank on Top of the Google Search results 

• Don’t Get Trapped in The Google Shopping Maze 

Step 1 – Creating a product feed 

o Google Shopping on Shopify 

o Google Shopping on WooCommerce 

o Google Shopping on Magento 

o Google Shopping on BigCommerce 

o Google Shopping with other ecommerce platforms 

Step 2 – Uploading your product feed to Google Merchant Center account 

o  

▪ Configure Shipping Settings 

▪ Configure Tax Settings 

▪ Upload your product feed to Google Merchant Center 

Step 3 – Creating a Google Shopping campaign 

Step 4 – Optimizing your google shopping campaign 

https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#google-search-results
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#maze
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#step1
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#shopify
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#woocommerce
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#magento
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#bicommerce
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#other
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#step2
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#shipping
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#tax
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#upload
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#step3
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping/#step4
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The Only Way To Rank on Top of the Google Search Results 

If you want to make sure your products are visible when potential customers search for 
them, you can no longer ignore Google Shopping Ads. 

A typical Google search results for a product search 

As you can see from the screenshot above, there isn’t much room anymore for organic 
results. 

But also the Search Ads are getting pushed further down the page. 

Because let’s face it, Shopping Ads look a lot more appealing. 
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The product photo, the title and a price allow a potential customer to see at a glance if a 
retailer has the product they are looking for. 

And showing them to users with a high-purchase intent results in a lot of clicks. 

This is great for retailers, but also great for Google. 

This has resulted into more and more retailers moving ad budgets from text to Shopping Ads 
. And in Google giving these product listing ads more prime real estate. 

Google Spending by Ad format Q3 2018 – chart by Merkle 

So if you’re ready to jump on board of this trend, let’s have a look at how to set up Google 
Shopping Ads for your products. 
 

Putting Together The Google Shopping Puzzle 

Google Shopping truly is the future of advertising. 

Instead of spending time on keyword research and coming up with clever advertisements, 
Google Shopping will do all of that for you. 

If you supply the information about your products, Google will: 

1. Match the right product with the right search query 

2. Create the advertisement 

Unfortunately, that sounds a lot easier than it actually is. 

http://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-case-studies/
https://www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/digital-marketing-report
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That’s because there are two difficult parts: figuring out what you need to do and then 
actually doing it. 

This is why I call it the Google Shopping Puzzle. 

Here is what you need: 

1. Your store platform 

2. Product feed: to send all your product info to Google Merchant Center 

3. Google Merchant Center account 

4. Google Ads account 

It’s not rocket science, but there are a lot of little details that you trip you up and get in the 
way of launching an actual Google Shopping campaign. 

In what follows, I’m assuming you have #1 covered. If not you should be busy doing that 

before reading on  
 

Step 1 – Create a product feed 

A product feed is the file you need to provide to Google that contains all of your product 
information. 

It is the hardest part of the Google Google Shopping set up process. 

That’s because that product feed needs to be accurate and exactly according to the 
specifications of Google. 

If you’re missing some data or didn’t 100% follow Google’s guidelines, your products won’t 
get approved and you won’t be able to move forward. 

A good way to visualize a product feed is as a big spreadsheet where the rows are all of your 
products and the columns are all those fields that Google requires. 
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An example of a product feed in spreadsheet format 

Most of them are pretty straightforward: product title, price, description, sku, link, brand, 
image link, etc. 

But there are also a couple of fields that you might not have by default: google product 
category, gtin, mpn, etc. 

You can find the full list in Google’s help docs. 

The ease with which you can put this file together depends on the quality of your product 
data and on the ecommerce platform you are using. 

Ecommerce platforms like Shopify, WooCommerce, Magento or Bigcommerce all have apps, 
plugins or extensions available to make the feed creation part easier. 

The specific tool that you need depends on your specific situation, but the ones mentioned 
below should be enough to get started. 
 

Google Shopping on Shopify 

Plenty of choices for Google Shopping apps in the Shopify app store: 

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/7052112?hl=en&ref_topic=6324338
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Overview of Google Shopping apps on the Shopify app store 

After neglecting their homegrown Google Shopping app for a couple of years, Shopify has 
made a lot of changes at how they integrate with Google Shopping in 2018. 

I believe the app they have today is a really good fit for most Shopify merchants, especially 
those starting out. 

So even if the poor ratings and scathing reviews don’t reflect it, I recommend this app: 

 

The great thing about the app is that as soon as you’ve installed it, it takes you through a 
setup wizard that will help you get everything configured. 

https://apps.shopify.com/google-shopping
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Here what the Shopify app looks like for my own store 

At the end it will also help you to identify any errors and make suggestions for fixes. 

One thing I want to warn you for is to stay away from the “Smart Shopping campaign” that 
Shopify & Google are promoting. 

I’ll outline in Step 4 what it is, and why it’s not ideal if you want to get good results for your 
business. 
 

Google Shopping on WooCommerce 

If you’re using WooCommerce, there are two plugins I recommend to create your product 
feed. 

• WooCommerce Product Feed PRO – link 

• WooCommerce Google Feed Manager – link 

Most WooCommerce plugins will offer similar functionalities: 

• Add extra products fields (for things like custom labels) 

• Field mapping 

• Category mapping 

• Generate the actual product feed (a xml, csv or txt file) 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/woo-product-feed-pro/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-product-feed-manager/
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-custom-labels/
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Some of these plugins will also double to generate product feeds for other channels like 
Facebook Dynamic Ads. So if that’s also on your list, make sure you select a plugin that can 
do both. 

Screenshot of the WooCommerce Google Feed Manager plugin 

 

Google Shopping on Magento 

If you’re running your store on Magento, there are plenty of extensions available to generate 
a product feed: 

• Google Shopping Feed – M1 (paid – Magmodules) – link 

• Google Shopping – M2 (paid – Magmodules) – link 

• Simple Google Shopping – M1 (paid – Wyomind) – link 

• Simple Google Shopping – M2 (paid – Wyomind) – link 

If you’re not happy with any of the above, a lot of the more complex data feed management 
software tools also have their own Magento extensions: GoDataFeed (M2), Channable 
(M1), Channable (M2), DataFeedWatch (M2). 

 

Google Shopping on BigCommerce 

If you’re running your store on BigCommerce you have plenty of apps that will support 
Google Shopping: 

• Sales&Orders (BigCommerce partner) – link 

• DataFeedWatch – link 

https://marketplace.magento.com/magmodules-magmodules-googleshopping.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/magmodules-m2-googleshopping.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/wyomind-simple-google-shopping.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/wyomind-simplegoogleshopping-meta.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/godatafeed-godatafeed-product-integration-module.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/magmodules-magmodules-channable.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/magmodules-magmodules-channable.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/magmodules-magento2-channable.html
https://marketplace.magento.com/datafeedwatch-connector.html
https://www.bigcommerce.com/apps/google-shopping-by-sales-orders/
https://www.bigcommerce.com/apps/google-shopping-by-sales-orders/
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• GoDataFeed – link 

Google Shopping on other ecommerce platforms 

If you’re running your online store on a different platform, you might have a little bit more 
work cut out for you. 

Your goal is to get a .CSV, TXT or XML file with all of your products that you can upload to 
Google Merchant Center. 

If all you can get is a product export, you’ll need to make additional tweaks to this file. 

You can either do that manually in Excel or use a Google Sheet that automatically syncs with 
Google Merchant Center. These are really last resort options. Because it means that any 
change you make to your products: a price, change a title, a new product, etc; will also need 
to be made in these different documents. 

Instead I would use a tool that sits in between your product export and Google Merchant 
Center. 

A couple of suggestions: GoDataFeed, Channable, DataFeedWatch and Sales&Orders. 
 

Step 2 – Create a Google Merchant Center account 

Next you need to set up a Google Merchant Center account. 

If you don’t have a Google Merchant Center account yet, you need to create one first. 

Setting up this account usually is pretty straightforward. You’ll need to claim your URL 
which proves to Google that you actually own the domain you want to advertise on. 

If you have access to Google Analytics or Google Tag manager, you can use those to verify 
ownership. If that doesn’t work, try the meta tag option, where you’ll need to add a small 
meta tag to your website’s HTML code. 
 

Configure Shipping settings 

Google Shopping often displays the shipping price right in your product ad. 

So you have to provide them the correct information about shipping rates, minimum order 
limits, etc. That happens in the Shipping section of Google Merchant Center. 

https://www.bigcommerce.com/apps/godatafeed/
https://www.godatafeed.com/
https://www.channable.com/
https://www.datafeedwatch.com/
https://www.salesandorders.com/
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-merchant-center/
https://www.google.com/retail/solutions/merchant-center/
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You first have to create a Shipping service, which covers a specific area. Then within that 
service you can define specific shipping rates: 

 

Google Merchant Center also supports more complex shipping calculators like those 
dependant on carrier rates from logistics providers like FedEx and UPS. 

You can even mark up the prices with a flat fee or percentage: 
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Configure Tax Settings (US only) 

Configuring the right tax settings in Google Merchant Center is only necessary if you’re 
selling in the US. 

If you’re selling outside the US, you’ll need to check the regulations on collecting sales tax. 
But you don’t need to provide those to Google. 

For example: my fulfilment provider has a facility in North Carolina, therefore I need to 
charge sales tax for orders in North Carolina. Here is what that looks like: 
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Upload your product feed to Google Merchant Center 

Then you’ll be able to connect/upload your product feed that’s hopefully in good (enough) 
shape. 

Note that some tools like Shopify connect to Google Merchant Center via its API. Which 
means that the data is sent through automatically so you don’t need to upload any feeds. 

Then Google Merchant Center will process the data, let you know what’s wrong so you can 
start troubleshooting your feed. 
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Overview of Google Merchant Center Diagnostics 

This is when the trouble often starts. 

If things aren’t 100%, you’ll start seeing a lot of errors and disapproved products. 

These errors and warnings indicate that there is missing or incorrect information, or that the 
information is not according to Google’s product data requirements. 

Some of these errors and warnings are easy to fix, but others require you to look up (and 
add!) product identifiers to every one of your products. 

This can quickly get very time consuming. 

So start with the most critical things: fix the account and feed errors as fast as you can. If not 
treated, these can result in an account suspension. 

Then tackle the item level errors. They are necessary because they will cause your products to 
be disapproved, which means they won’t show up in Google Shopping. 

To tackle any problems, have a look at this post that is dedicated to helping you fix the errors 
in your google shopping feed. 

To make bulk changes to your product feed, like adding product categories, you can use 
Feeds Rules in Merchant Center or tools like the data feed management software providers 
mentioned in the product feed section. 

https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-feed/
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-feed/
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Using Feed rules to add a custom label to the product feed 

Going through all of these problems might seem tedious now but it will help you to get better 
results and increase the visibility for your products. 
 

Step 3 – Create a Google Shopping campaign 

As soon as your products are approved in Google Merchant Center, you can finally set up a 
Google Shopping campaign. 

If you don’t have a Google Ads account yet, go sign up for one. 

Go through the configuration wizard to enter your business and payment details. 

You’ll also be prompted to start setting up a campaign. Just fill in random data to get out of 
this menu. Then make sure to pause that dummy campaign you’ve just created. 

Before you can start promoting your products in Google Shopping, you’ll need to link Google 
Merchant Center to Google Ads. 

Go back to Google Merchant Center, click the three dots in the top right corner and select 
Account linking. 

https://ads.google.com/home/
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There you are able to add a new Google Ads account. Just enter your 10 digit Google Ads 
customer ID and you’re done. 

 

Now you’re all set to create a new Google Shopping campaign. Just click the big blue plus 
sign. 
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That will take you through all the steps to create a new campaign using the product feed 
we’ve set up in the previous section. 

Most important in that process is to pick a small budget ($5-10/day) to start with, set a low 
cost per click (not above $0.5/click) and select Manual CPC as your bidding strategy. 

After that, your Shopping campaign will start showing ads! 

 

Improve your campaign structure 

If you’ve followed the approach above, all of your products will have the same maximum cost 
per click (or CPC). 

Since not all of your products are equally valuable , you’ll need to create separate product 
groups and set different bids depending on margin, profitability or popularity. 
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By default you can split your product groups based on brand, category or by item ID. 

Creating different product groups based on Item ID 

But if you want to set the bid according to margin, you’ll need to use  custom labels to add 
that information to your product feed. 

Step 4 – Optimize your google shopping campaign 

After you’ve gone through the whole Google Shopping set up process, clicks (and hopefully 
some sales) should start to roll in. 

To make further improvements, give the campaigns a couple of days to gather data. 

Then usually you’ll see one of two things happen: 

• Nothing (not even spending your budget) 

• Most of your budget is being spent on one product or product group 

Your goal is to make sales with Google Shopping, and at the start you probably don’t know 
which products are going to do well. 

So you want to make sure all of your products get some visibility in the search results before 
making decisions. 

https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-custom-labels/
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To do that, play around with budgets and CPCs. Increase CPCs for items that no or few 
impressions and clicks and decrease CPCs for the ones that get a lot of clicks. 

To further improve your results, there are a lot of different things you can do. Here are some 
starters: 

• Look through your Search Terms report to find irrelevant search queries and exclude 
those from your campaigns 

• Check if your products are appearing for generic rather than product specific search 
queries. 

• Improve your product feed to make sure the most profitable products get the budget 
they need 

• If you’re running multiple Shopping campaigns, make sure you get the campaign 
priority right 

  

https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-campaign-priority/
https://www.storegrowers.com/google-shopping-campaign-priority/
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Display advertising 
If you’re building a marketing campaign and  decide to advertise using Google 
AdWords, you might have noticed that there are a number of advertising options that 
you can choose from. 
One such option is a Google Display Campaign.  
Display advertising on Google’s display network can be a cornerstone of a str ong 
marketing campaign. 

Its display network has the power to reach over 90% of internet users from around the 
world, connecting you to potential customers through websites, apps, videos–
essentially, wherever your AdWords ads can appear. 
Despite its reach, some marketers are reluctant to put time and money into a display 
network campaign. 

Why? 

First, let’s get some things out of the way.  

AdWords has two platforms to connect you to internet users.  

The first is Google’s Search Network. The most common for PPC,  a search campaign 
targets active searchers – that is, users who are looking for something, whether that’s 
a service or a product. 

A paid search ad campaign can be mighty effective in attracting leads because those 
leads are searching for something specific. 

Running a marketing campaign on Google’s display network, on the other hand, allows 
for more expansive reach because it extends beyond the user’s search terms.  

In other words, a display ad – usually an image ad – appears on sites you would 
regularly visit, thereby increasing your visibility.  

As WordStream writes, “think of the display network as a more passive form of 
advertising. You’re likely to see many display ads today, for example while perusing 
the Huffington Post or skimming your favorite blog. You may or may not have noticed 
banners or small boxes promoting a product or service, above and to the side of the 
articles you were reading – those are display ads.” 

Naysayers of display network campaigns argue that the people who encounter a 
display ad aren’t in buyer’s mode.  

They’re reading the news, checking out blog posts – basically, doing their daily 
internet activities. 
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But good marketing strategists understand the power to be had in display network 
advertising: impression and brand awareness.  

If you’re considering adding display advertising as part of your marketing campaign, 
you’re in luck. Setting up a display network campaign is relatively simple.  

To guide you through the process, in this post we’re going to take a look at how you 
can go about setting up a display network campaign of your own – and use Google’s 
huge display network to your advantage.  
We’ll take a look at what you need to pay attention to in order to make your marketing 
campaign succeed. We’ll also review what you can do to optimize your display network 
campaign in the long term. 
By the end of this post, you should have the knowledge you need to go out and create a 
positive R.O.I-producing display advertising campaign.  
Ready? 

Let’s begin. 

So…what is a Google Display Ad? 
If you’re new to AdWords, you might not be familiar with Google Display Ads. 
An ad featured on Google’s display network is, essentially, an image ad. 
Below is an image ad, found on Forbes.com. 

 

A display ad on Google’s display network is often shown on sites that do not belong to 
Google – with the exception of YouTube. 
Though you can have Google Display Ads that look like ‘Search Ads’ – most of the 
people running a display advertising campaign are doing so precisely because they 
want to run an image ad. 
Google allows for you to run ads of various image sizes. 

Defining your campaign 
As with all other forms of paid traffic, you can’t just rush into a Google display 
network marketing campaign. Doing so will most likely result in you losing a lot of 
money. 
You’ll want to do some groundwork ahead of time so that you can increase the odds of 
your display advertising plan succeeding.  
The first thing you’ll want to focus on is your target audience.  
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If you don’t know who your target audience is, you won’t be able to get your ads in 
front of the right people. 
And, if you can’t do that, your chances of making money from your ads is going to be 
very low. 
So, what needs to be done? 
Creating a buyer persona can be great place to start. 
A buyer persona will essentially list the traits and characteristics of your ideal 
customer. 
Having this information is important, because you can use it when you’re targeting 
your ads. 

For a display advertising campaign, you need to make sure that you have the following 
information –  
• The websites your ideal customers visit – in other words, where does your ideal 

customer hang out? 
• Keywords typed into Google, in order to find a business like yours. 
• Keywords that are related to your product or offering 
• Location 
You might also want to note some demographic information, too, in terms of the age 
and gender of your customers, though this tends to matter less for some businesses. 
You can find keywords by using the Google Keyword tool. 
The second thing that you’ll want to focus on is where you’re sending this traffic to. 
You can and should absolutely send traffic to a landing page when using Google 
AdWords. 
However, it’s worth noting that the landing pages that get approved for Facebook ad 
campaigns often won’t be approved for AdWords campaigns.  

For AdWords, you’ll need to make sure that you’re using landing pages that are more 
‘long form.’ 
Rarely, if ever, can you just display a headline, some bullet points and an opt-in form. 
Landing pages used for display advertisting campaigns need to provide more 
information. 
It’s also mandatory that you supply a link to your terms and conditions and privacy 
policy pages. 
Leadpages provides a great template that you can use for AdWords landing pages. 
If you want to increase the chances of your AdWords landing page succeeding, make 
sure that you provide as much contact information as possible, including a phone 
number and a physical address. 
Also, consider providing a little bit of a backstory, in terms of what you have on offer 
and an explanation as to why you’re providing it. 
The goal is to improve user experience and Google, rightfully so, doesn’t believe you 
can do that with a ‘thin’ landing page. 

http://www.buyerpersona.com/what-is-a-buyer-persona
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Now, let’s go through how you can actually set up a marketing campaign using the 
Google display network. 

Setting up your Ads 
After you sign up for AdWords, you should see the page below. 

 

Click on ‘+ Campaign,’ and then select, ‘Display Network Only.’ 
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You then need to give your campaign a name. 

 

You’ll notice that there is also the option of choosing a ‘Marketing Objective.’  
Selecting a Marketing Objective can be helpful, if you’re new to AdWords and you do 
not know your way around. 
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However, for the sake of this post, we’re going to select the option of ‘No marketing 
objective.’ Once you select that option, however, make sure that you have enabled the, 
‘All features,’ option, too. 

 

After you’ve selected ‘No marketing objective,’ you’re then given the ability to decide 
the settings for your campaign. 
The first thing you need to decide on is the location targeting of your campaign. What 
you type in here is, of course, going to depend on what you came up with when 
creating your buyer persona earlier. 

 

Note: If you decide to run a display network campaign in a foreign country 
that you suspect has potential, make sure that you set the language to 
English, to ensure ad relevancy. 
Once you’ve set the location targeting of your ad, you then need to set a budget for 
your campaign. 
The budget of your campaign typically dictates how much you are willing to spend per 
day, on your ads. 
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There’s also the option of picking a ‘Bid strategy.’   

 

For now, it’s worth picking the ‘Manual CPC.’  You can then experiment with the 
others, after you have more experience. 
This will give you a little bit of control to begin with. 
Following on from the section above, there is the option to pick some ‘Ad extensions,’ 
and to also adjust some of the more ‘Advanced settings.’  
Again, this sort of stuff is worth experimenting with, once you have a little bit more 
experience with the Google display network. 
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Once you click on, ‘Save and continue,’ you’re then taken to the page below. 
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This is the exciting part, as it is where you can set up the targeting for your ad. 
First, you need to give your ad group a name and you need to select a CPC bid. 
(For more on what I mean by ‘ad group,’ go  here.) 
A CPC bid defines how much you’re willing to pay per click for your display ad. 
Because you have manual bidding enabled, it is up to you to decide the price here. To 
start with, you can bid low – around 10-20 cents per click. 
You can always adjust later, as AdWords will tell you what you should be bidding, per 
your targeting options. 

You then need to ‘Choose how to target your ads.’ 
If you’re new to setting up a display advertising campaign, you’ll want to choose the 
‘Keywords’ option. This option gives you a bit more control of how you’re going to be 
targeting your ads. 
In this section, you need to input the keywords that you came up with earlier while 
creating your buyer persona. 

 

Note: You can not choose Match Types for Display Keywords. On the 
display network, keywords are treated as Broad Match. 
You can also ‘Find related keywords,’ if you feel that you need to bulk up your keyword 
list. 
Keep in mind, though, that the more keywords you choose, the lower your odds will be 
of targeting your ads to a high degree. 
Aside from Keywords, it can also be a good idea to target your ads by Placements. 
You can find the Placements targeting option by scrolling down and clicking on, 
‘Narrow your targeting further.’ 

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6298?hl=en
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Here, you can set it so that your ads are shown on specific websites that relate to your 
offer. 

 

You can even make it so that your ads are shown on specific webpages.  You do this by 
clicking on the, ‘+Multiple placements,’ option. 
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As you set up the targeting for your ads, you’ll also be shown the available 
impressions. 
This essentially lets you know how much inventory is available. Inventory is the total 
amount of advertising spaces that Google has available.   
A large number lets you know that if you create a successful display network 
campaign, you can easily increase your budget and not ‘top out.’ 
Of course, the more precisely you target your ads, the less there is going to be, in terms 
of available impressions. 
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Note: In some cases, you might want to create separate campaigns for each 
targeting option. This will help reduce any overlap that could limit the 
potential of one targeting option. 
You then need to develop the ‘Creatives’ for your ad. 
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As I mentioned before, you can create a text ad for your display network campaign. 
However, in this post, we’re going to concentrate on image ads. 
If you have your own ad creatives, you can upload them by clicking on ‘Image ad’ in 
the ‘Create Ads’ section. 
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There’s also the option of providing Google with your website URL, so that it can come 
up with some ad designs for you. 
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When you do that, you’ll then be provided with some ideas that can be used for a 
display network campaign.  
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If you see an option that you like, but would like to customize it, simply hover your 
cursor over it and then click on ‘Edit.’ 

 

You can then adjust a lot of the elements of the ad, so much so that you can essentially 
create an entirely new ad. 

 

The image ad example below shows how an existing ad can be customized. 
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You can view the ad in various size formats. To do that, click on one of the different 
shapes that can be found right above the ad preview image. 

 

A few troubleshooting suggestions 
In some cases, a display advertising campaign might not work as well as you’d like it 
to. 

If you find that your ads are experiencing a low CTR, then it’s possible that your ads 
are not appealing enough. 
Note: You can use the display benchmarking tool to see if your ad stacks up 
to industry standards. 

http://www.richmediagallery.com/tools/benchmarks
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It’s worth mentioning that, in most cases, Display ads will tend to have the lowest 
CTRs. This is generally because Display ads tend to have more impressions than other 
types of ads. 
Display ads are also more susceptible to ‘Banner Blindness.’  
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If you notice a difference between CTRs, when advertising in different countries, it 
may be the case that you aren’t actually doing anything wrong. 
That’s because data has shown that CTRs can vary between countries. 
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Consider taking a look at ads that you have clicked on recently, if you want some 
inspiration as to what makes an ad ‘click worthy.’  
Study what makes them successful and note if there is anything that that you can 
implement in your own display ad. 
You may even want to keep a ‘swipe file,’ of any eye catching ads that you have seen 
recently. 
You’ll also want to split test your ads, so that you increase the odds of creating an ad 
that is going to generate you a positive return on investment. 
If ads produce a low CTR, you might’ve also made a mistake when it comes to the 
targeting. Your placements might not be ideal or it may be that your keywords are not 
specific enough. 
You might also want to take a look at the ad formats you are using. If you are relying 
on just one kind of ad format, there’s a good chance that you might also experience a 
low CTR. 
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That’s because different ad formats produce different CTRs. 
The chart below shows how CTRs can vary, depending on ad format. 

 

If you’re generating a lot of clicks, but you’re not seeing a great ROI, take a look at 
the page that you’re sending your traffic to. 
It may be that your offer is not appealing enough or that your copy doesn’t encourage 
people to take the action you want them to. 

If your ads are not generating enough clicks/impressions, it also may be that you’re  
not bidding high enough. 
This is something that can be easily fixed by raising your bids, incrementally by 10c. 
Keep doing that until you begin to see an upturn in results. 

Conclusion   
A Google display network advertising campaign that has been properly set up has the 
power to take your business to the next level. 
In this post, we’ve explored how you can set up a profitable display advertising 
campaign of your own. 
We touched on how you need to prepare your landing page, but also how you need to 
base your campaign on your ad group.  
There was also a brief look at what can be done to optimize your ads over the long 
term. 
In summary, a powerful image ad has the potential to make an impression that will 
ultimately lead to a boost in your revenue.  
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Facebook advertising 
Once you’ve defined the strategy for your Facebook ads, here’s how to set up your campaign for 
success. 

1: Choose a Campaign Objective Based on Your Goal 
The structure of a Facebook advertising campaign consists of three levels: a campaign, an ad 
set, and an ad. The first level, the campaign, is the basis of your ad. 

Each Facebook ad campaign is made up of three parts. 

At the campaign level, you choose your objective, which is the action you want people to take 
when they see your ads. Facebook has three objective categories: Awareness, Consideration, 
and Conversion. 
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Choose from 11 Facebook advertising objectives. 

The objective you select depends on your strategy. For example, suppose you have a content-
first strategy. Because video is currently the most effective type of Facebook content, you could 
run specific campaigns with the Video Views objective. 

If you want to run a retargeting campaign to send people from Facebook to your website, 
choose either the Traffic or Conversions objective, depending on what specific action you want 
people to take. 

The best way to determine your campaign objective is to work backward from your 
goal. If your goal is to generate sales for your ecommerce business, for example, you could offer 
people 10% off of their first order to entice them to make a purchase. 

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/9-tips-for-better-facebook-video-ads/
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This ecommerce 

company is promoting a discount code lead magnet in a Facebook ad. 

Instead of giving away the discount code in your ad creative, send people from Facebook to a 
landing page where they have to opt in before receiving the discount code. Because you want 
people to take a specific action, Conversions is the most appropriate campaign objective. 

2: Build Your Ideal Custom Audience 
The second stage in the campaign structure is the ad set, which specifies how your ad will run. 
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The middle level of the Facebook campaign structure is where you choose your targeting, 

placement, budget, and schedule. 

Targeting is one of the most important elements of your campaign and it can make or break 
performance, even before your campaign goes live. Let’s look at three ways to define your 
audience. 

Target Demographics and Interests 

The easiest way to target your audience is to use the demographic and interest options. This 
approach is generally used to target new people who haven’t previously interacted 
with your business. 

Here you’ll choose demographic constraints such as location, age, gender, and 
language. 
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Set basic demographic- and interest-based targeting at the ad set level. 

In the Detailed Targeting section, you can narrow your audience by choosing from thousands of 
interests, behaviors, demographics, and more. 

You can choose from a variety of detailed targeting options available at the ad set level. 

There’s no rule for how large your target audience should be. Typically you’ll get the best results 
with basic targeting by using a layered approach. Choose a mixture of interests and 
behaviors to zero in on your ideal customer. 

For example, suppose you’re a luxury retailer in the wedding industry. Start by targeting people 
interested in weddings and things related to weddings. 
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If you’re a wedding retailer, target Weddings as an interest. 

Next, you want to narrow your audience using the AND condition. Click Narrow 
Audience and select the life event of people who are recently engaged. 

Use the Narrow Audience feature to zero in on your ideal customer. 

Finally, consider layering a financial variable (such as income level and affluence) and a 
purchase behavior (such as premium brand buyers). 

Target a Custom Audience of People Familiar With Your Business 

Custom audiences let you target people who have had some interaction with your business on 
Facebook, on your website, or in your email marketing. 

Custom audiences can deliver some of the best results for retargeting campaigns because you’re 
targeting warm audiences of people who already know, like, and trust your business.  
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Click Create New and select Custom Audience. 

When you create a custom audience, you can choose from four categories: Customer 
File, Website Traffic, App Activity, and Engagement on Facebook. 

Choose from four Facebook custom audience categories. 
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Let’s look at how to use each one in turn. 

With the Customer File custom audience (otherwise known as email custom audiences), 
you upload or import a data list and Facebook will cross-match the people on your list to 
find them on Facebook. This custom audience is a game-changer if you have an existing 
customer or subscriber list because you can specifically target that audience with your 
Facebook ad campaigns. 

You can either upload your customer list or copy and paste it to create a Facebook custom 

audience. 

Website custom audiences are based on people’s activity on your website. You use 
the Facebook pixel and conversion tracking to track visitors and their actions. This 
type of custom audience is best for retargeting website visitors. You can create different 
website custom audiences based on the pages people visited, how long they stayed, and 
what actions they took. 

For example, suppose your goal is to increase sales of your products, and you’ve decided to run 
a retargeting campaign to remind people to complete their order. To do this, create a website 
custom audience of people who completed the Standard Event actions “add to cart” and 
“checkout but not purchase.” 
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Create a website custom audience to retarget website visitors with Facebook ads. 

The App Activity custom audience allows you to include people who have completed a 
specific action in your app or game. It’s similar to a website custom audience, but the 
actions occur in an app rather than a website. 

Engagement custom audiences include people who have interacted with your content 
on Facebook. Currently, you can choose from four types of engagement custom 
audiences: Video, Lead Ad, Canvas, and Page. 
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Facebook lets you create four engagement-based custom audiences. 

Video engagement custom audiences let you group people by how much of the video 
they’ve watched, which is the fastest way to build a retargeting audience. With a Lead Ad 
custom audience, you can target people who have interacted with your lead ads. The 
same is true for Canvas and the canvas ad format. 

Page engagement custom audiences let you target people who’ve recently interacted 
with your Facebook page. 

It’s important to note that different custom audiences have different match rates. 
For example, a customer list custom audience might only have a 50% to 75% match rate 
because not everyone will sign up for your email list (or purchase your products) with the same 
email address associated with their Facebook account. 

Video custom audiences, on the other hand, have a 100% match rate because the content is 
contained within Facebook. The same is true for the other engagement custom audiences. 

Target a Lookalike Audience Similar to an Existing Audience 

Lookalike audiences are the holy grail of Facebook ad targeting because they consistently 
deliver the best results. 
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Create a Facebook lookalike audience based on an existing audience. 

Put simply, lookalike audiences are effective because of how Facebook uses the algorithm to 
create them. Facebook takes the data points from a source audience that you specify and uses 
them to find similar people. It’s like cloning your existing audience. 

Check out this step-by-step article on what lookalike audiences are and four different types you 
can use in your next Facebook ad campaign. 

After you define your audience with Facebook’s targeting options, you can choose placements, 
set a budget and schedule, and select a bid type. 

3: Build and Test Your Ad Creative 
The last stage of the campaign structure is the ad level, otherwise known as your creative. Your 
ad is what your customers or audience will see. This is where you choose your ad format 
and creative including images, videos, news feed text, URLs, display link text, and a call-to-
action (CTA) button. 
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The bottom level of the Facebook campaign structure is where you choose your ad creative. 

What your Facebook ad will look like depends on your advertising strategy, campaign objective, 
and ad format. Some objectives constrain which ad formats you can use. For example, the Video 
Views objective allows you to choose only video ad formats and the Local Awareness objective 
doesn’t allow canvas ads. 

All of the other advertising objectives let you choose from five different ad formats: 
carousel, single image, single video, slideshow, and canvas. 

Select one of five different Facebook ad formats. 

The number-one best practice of Facebook ad creative is to create multiple ads as you run 
your campaigns. Don’t just stop after you’ve created a single image ad, for example. By 
creating multiple ads to test variations in copy, imagery, and even overall ad format, 
you can improve performance over the life of your campaign. 
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Create multiple Facebook ads and split test their performance. 

Introduce new ads when the relevance score of your current ads decreases, often 
due to high ad frequency (where people keep seeing the same ad again and again), as the best 
way to continue to generate results from your campaign. 

For example, you might start a retargeting campaign (aimed at increasing sales) with a basic 
single image ad, the most common ad format. When the relevance score starts to decrease 
(which it eventually will) as ad frequency increases, you have several options: 

• Split test the image. Create another single image ad with a different image. 
• Split test the copy. Duplicate the ad but change the copy. 
• Split test the ad format. Introduce a new ad with a different format (such as, a carousel 

ad or maybe a video ad). 

A common mistake people make is to kill the campaign and start a new one. If your first ad was 
delivering results, don’t stop it; introduce new ads instead. 
W a nt mo re  l i k e  thi s ?  Ex pl o re  F ace b o o k  A d s  fo r  Bu s i ne s s !  
. 
Conclusion 

Before creating your Facebook campaigns, take the time to define your campaign strategy and 
where in your sales funnel you can use Facebook ads to grow your business. 

  

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/facebook-ads-facebook-advertising-guide-for-marketers/
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Setting a budget for your campaigns  
Identify Your Means (& Stick to Your Budget) 

Three things are important for identifying your means: these are your budget, your digital 

channels and your team (or people). It is important to take stock of all of your resources 

before deciding on what else you might need for the next period. 

For example, now is the perfect time for creating an audit of your existing digital channels 

and to decide whether you’re going to outsource specific sections of your digital marketing 
and whether you need to set budget aside for a new hire or two. 

How to Identify Your Means: 
Your Budget: 

Define your overall digital marketing budget. 

Look at the historical data of what has worked before (for example, have any specific 

channels brought you quality leads at a low cost?) 

Decide whether you will use paid promotion (for, example Adwords or paid ads on social 

media). 

Allocate a specific portion of the budget for each digital channel you want to use for paid 

promotion (delve into your Analytics to help you assess the most cost effective digital 

channels with the largest reach and conversions and the lowest Cost Per Click). 

If a certain element of your paid promotion strategy isn’t bringing you the results you desire, 
revisit it and invest the allocated budget figure into the channel that’s bringing you the best 
results. 

Your People: 

Look at your current team and assess what you are capable of achieving (be realistic here and 

ensure that no-one will be over stretched or over worked). 

Identify whether you need to hire more people and whether you have the means to do so. 

Decide whether all of your digital marketing activity will take place in house or if you’ll need 
to outsource some elements to a third party agency. 

Get each of your team members to review their digital marketing activity and brainstorm a 

few ideas for their future marketing strategy (the more autonomy your employee has in their 

role the more they’ll be on board with your new plan). 

Your Channels: 

Review your current digital marketing channels and decide which channels to keep and 

whether you’d like to invest in any new ones (this depends on where your customers are and 
the time you have available). 

Clearly articulate what each digital channel is trying to achieve. 

Make sure you have at least one KPI attached to each of your digital channels. 
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Post campaign tools and techniques 
Managing and reporting on success – costs and returns 
The basis of running paid for ads is to get a return. This is known as return on investment.  

In general each campaigns effectiveness from a top down view (money in and out) is 

measured in the following way: 

Cost per acquisition – this is the about each lead, sale or enquiry etc costs and can be 

calculated by adding the correct tracking into your website system.  

should always be  

Understanding your results 

Looking at a campaign from two views is important  

This is called top down and bottom up.  

Report type Overview Reporting and review 
objectives 

Top down To understand the purpose 
of the campaign, and look at 
the overall cost per 
acquisition, and resulting 
sales profits.  

Looking at the overall cost 
vs. return. Such 
considerations as the 
lifetime value of the 
customer, and the long term 
objective of the campaign.  

Bottom up Looking deeper into the 
structure of the advert with 
such things as actual 
keywords, cost per click, 
quality of ads, technique of 
adverts writing  

Look at the specific 
keywords, and techniques 
within the campaign, and 
understand if there is 
opportunity to refine the 
technical structure of the 
ads, keywords or website to 
reduce costs or increase 
chances of converting.   

 

How to choose a good service provider 
A number of things you need to look out for when procuring a service provider for internet 

marketing services & they summarise as follows (have this list to hand when completing 

enquiries):  

1. Ensure you can break out of contracts if no results are being provided  

2. Ask if they will do a results based payment scheme, if they can’t they might not feel 
confident in actually providing results  

3. Ask for customer testimonials & for their professional experience in a CV etc & make sure 

they have sound references. Ask for a portfolio of previous clients & if you can , contact them 

to discuss their experiences; make sure they received results  

4. Ensure their design portfolio is up to standard, by asking to see their previous websites 

created & judge them from a customer point of view  
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5. See if the company specialises in any specific channel such as Cost Per Click or AdWords, 

be aware if they say we are specialists in every area, if they do ask exactly how they achieve 

results via each channel  

6. Ask for explanations on their “white/black hat” policies to ascertain if the company uses 
unethical tactics that when caught will be penalised by search engines  

7. Have explained to you fully the outcomes that you will receive when choosing their service, 

how they will achieve it & how this will return investment in a timely manor  

8. Ensure a customer care policy exists that details what services are included with any job 

undertaken  

9. Ask what sectors they have specific experience in as this matters greatly in understanding 

the customers, market & products  

10. Be aware of any hard selling tactics  

11. Ask if they work with any similar businesses or competitors & ensure non disclosure 

agreements are in place to protect your developed business ideas  

12. Ask if they complete the following list of 3 2 works that any good internet marketer 

should do & if not why not! 
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30 things good internet marketing companies/people should do 
for you 
Throughout my 15 years experiences I have compiled a comprehensive list of what any good 

internet marketer should be doing for you.  

The first 10 jobs should be reported on/discussed FREE OF CHARGE to provide a clear 

analysis of the potential at hand and scope of works required.  

Make sure to have this list to hand also when completing any potential service enquiries!  

1. Project & Account Management  

Taking lead on all online campaign management on behalf of a client, ensuring their 

experience in pre & post sales stages are informative & clear when working with the 

team. Ensuring projects are developed effectively & within project timelines/budgets. 

Ensuring the client has opportunity to take an active part within decisions & 

development & all of their expert knowledge is carefully listened to & used. Ensuring 

the client is happy with the works completed & fully understands the features & 

benefits & maintenance required to obtain a happy & productive sign off ensuring 

long term effectiveness  

2. Understanding the Conversion Funnel for the Specific Client Sector & Customer 

Segment  

Using all research & development frameworks, & interaction with the client, build up 

a clear picture of the best ways to attract & convert customers in each stage of the 

conversion funnel, e.g. Discovery, Realisation of Need, Consideration, Conversion & 

Retention How to choose a good service provider  

3. Assessing the Business & Marketing Goals & Marketplace ; both Offline & online 

4. Deep SERP Analysis Using Search Development Frameworks Using works completed 

within development frameworks, analyse the SERP’s starting with primary KW’s & 
secondary KW’s such as (MDKW’s, CDKW’s, PCKW’s, INFKW’s, NAVKW’s, & 
TRANKW’s, Features KW’s, benefits KW’s) to understand where under optimized 

phrases, words, & niches are un -tapped to establish a SERP weighting & 

prioritisation strategy for campaigns such as link building, CPC, Vertical, & on - page 

optimizations  

5. R&D: New Marketing & Distribution Channels Using a number of in house 

frameworks, techniques & diagrams develop a better understanding of who the 

potential customers are, how they think, behave, & what USP’s are important to them 
through target market analysis, profiling, conversion point analysis, channel analysis, 

decision making process for profiles, & marketing prisms etc  

6. Engaging & Inspiring Organisation’s Personnel Provoking conversation within client 
organisations to develop better ways of engaging their customers into the conversion 

funnel & to better understand what resources such as time, expertise, promotions & 

offers, & other assets are available  

7. Proposition Development Researching & creating new & better propositions, for USP 

development, price, promotion methods etc, within new landing pages, writing better 

& more compelling copy, ad copy & ad creation  

8. Strategy Creation & Formal Proposals After fully understanding a clients or 

prospect’s requirements, goals & objectives, & after work shopping as a team a 
strategy, practice then deliver a clear formal pitch of formal strategies outlining the 

features, benefits, timelines, costs & ROI either in a pre -sale or post sale situation  

9. Keyword Research/Targeting Using previously completed research & development, 

develop & choose the right keywords & employ them effectively through a number of 
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development diagrams & tools, a good understanding of the customer, market & 

product, & then developing a prioritisation policy as how to execute the strategy  

10. Content Strategy & Management Set a plan of how to engage the market by assessing 

competitor SWOT’s market pains to & effectively leverage the client’s organisational 
resources to produce valuable, useful, relevant & most importantly share -worthy 

material  

11. Content Creation Execute creation strategies including actual website structures & 

contribution strategies of blog posts, evergreen content, info graphics, interactive 

works, apps, tools widgets & more adding to all social media channels  

12. Link Building (organic & structured) Investigation, tracking & acquiring link 

opportunities & relationships through a number of advanced methods & technologies  

13. New Search Protocol Implementation Schema.org, Rel=Author, Video XML 

Sitemaps, etc  

14. Implementing Search Verticals Images, local, video, news, blogs, social, mobile, 

product etc  

15. Community Management Creating & participating in conversations around a 

brand/sector in positive ways to drive awareness & adoption  

16. Social Media Promotion Employing Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, 

StumbleUpon, Reddit, Quora, et al to improve reach  

17. Social Network Reach Improving the size, depth & breadth of social networks to 

reach more potential customers & conversion points using market analysis, pain 

assessments & linkworthy content  

18. Reputation Tracking Watching clients brands search results, social media remarks, & 

web content to track success & monitor for danger  

19. Traffic, Page, & Ad optimizations Using previous frameworks, develop & maintain 

better ways of increasing the flow of customers to producers through continued 

development of these tasks 14 How to choose a good service provider  

20. On page optimizations Designing better pages, website structures, use of cognitive 

imagery, ad copy, information architecture, headline, entry points, menu choices, 

based on sound research elements such as analytics, & competitor SWOT’s  
21. Ad Creation Creating advertisements & ad copy upstream & downstream, from all 

preparatory works completed, to create sometimes hundreds of ads for each target 

market, linking the ad to appropriate key words, landing pages, & product 

propositions etc using appropriate tactics & strategies such as CPC, Link building, 

SEO & viral campaigns  

22. Customer Relationship & Retention Management Developing better ways of retaining 

customers through analysis of purchases, developing better CRM systems, & 

understanding after sales issues or opportunities that need to be addressed  

23. Conversion Optimization Optimizing landing pages, entry point pages, & other 

advertisements or documents through analysis of search traffic, existing prospect 

traffic, conversion rate results, & testing in A/B or MVT environments with new & 

better concepts to increase conversions  

24. Geo Optimizations Optimizing for placement in local search & portals, both web & 

social, plus monitoring local activity using target market analysis 15 How to choose a 

good service provider  

25. Site Accessibility Creating a site engines & humans can easily crawl & index, with a 

view to increasing conversions  

26. Editorial & Content Curation Making sure that only read worthy & share worthy 

content is posted to the website, & the most relevant & updated information is 

present by monitoring all the relevant news & information channels  
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27. Daily & Advanced Web Analytics Analysis & Development Analysing every visit, 

customer or purchase & develop better ways of tracking the flow of searchers, 

prospects & customers through the conversion funnel, through more intuitive 

metrics, & KPI’s using the large range of tools available on the market  
28. Developing & Maintaining Web Equity Works & Assessment Schedules (Campaign 

Management) Maintaining positioning, through put, conversions & general web 

equity through developing, executing & maintaining a schedule for all strategies 

within content, social media, community management etc & maintaining KPI’s 
checks & balances such as price watch, SERP watch, & competitor watch  

29. Integrated Marketing Development Ensuring all the marketing development efforts 

online is integrated effectively with client’s offline promotions, such as telesales, 
print, POS in store, radio & any other medium they use 

30. Have a clear and honest line of communication with you at all stages of a campaign.  
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Need a plain overview, and help in forming a strategy for your internet 
marketing budget?  
 
Want to understand how to actually put internet marketing into play? 
 
 If your looking to grow your business and harness the power of the internet 
and generate sales and leads, if your a marketer, business owner, or 
thinking of starting a business, this book is a holistic guide to understanding 
all the low hanging fruits and common pitfalls of running a successful 
internet marketing campaign.  
 
From a leading internet marketer with a fifteen year perspective in getting 
results for a number of small and large organisations this book will give you 
a plain yet comprehensive guide as to how to plan, execute and monitor a 
successful internet campaign.  
 
It will help you understand the concepts of internet marketing, give specific 
examples and how to guides in the following specific areas:  
 
- Choosing the right tools 
- Planning your campaign 
- Marketing concepts, how to guides and walk throughts for all the best and 
most common ad platforms  
- All the best tools and techniques  
- Top tips for reporting and monitoring 
- Advice on how to choose a service supplier 
 
Cut through the jargon and waffle with a concise guide that can turn your 
marketing operations up to that required notch.  
 
So many companies make promises and deliver nothing, usually because 
they do not know your business or do not know the technology.  
 
This book has been written in a way that is easy to understand and easy to 
implement your own strategies in a managed way. 
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